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Fresh tension is reported
from Line of Actual Control

(LAC) after the Chinese army
tried to intrude into Indian ter-
ritory on Monday and Tuesday
in eastern and southern
Ladakh. While the first attempt
came at the south bank of the
Pangong Tso (lake), the other
took place in Chumar and
Depsang. 

The Indian Army foiled all
the three bids in the last 24
hours and is on high alert all
along the 1,600 km long LAC
in the Ladakh region.

All these “brazen” and
“provocative” actions by the
Chinese took place even as the
Brigadier-level talks were on
between the two sides at
Chushul-Moldo at the LAC on
Monday and Tuesday 

Defence Minister Rajnath
Singh held a series of meetings
with the military top 
brass here on Tuesday to 
review India’s readiness to meet
this threat. 

The Chinese troops
engaged in “provocative action”
on August 31 “even as the
ground commanders of the
two sides were in discussions to
de-escalate the situation,” the
External Affairs Ministry said. 

India has taken up the
issue with China through
diplomatic and military chan-
nels and has “urged them to
discipline and control their
frontline troops,” it said.

Giving details, sources said
the Indian soldiers were sur-

rounded by Chinese soldiers,
who were trying to regain the
heights that are being domi-
nated by the Indian Army fol-
lowing the action on August
29-30. Chinese soldiers were
warned not to proceed near the
Black Top hill and they were
dissuaded.  This came after
their military commander in
discussions with the Indian
brigadier at the time was told
to tell his forces to stand down
to prevent any escalation. 

The Chumar incident on
Tuesday saw the Chinese try-
ing to provoke the Indian
forces by attempting to  intrude
into India in ten to 12
armoured vehicles.  However,
the Indian forces blocked them
and asked the Chinese to desist
from escalating the situation,
sources said.  

Continued on Page 2
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Former President Pranab
Mukherjee’s last rites were

performed at the Lodhi
Crematorium in the national
Capital on Tuesday. His son
Abhijit Mukherjee performed
his last rites in the presence of
friends and family. The former
President was consigned to
flames with full military hon-
ours, under restrictions for
Covid-19. 

The mortal remains of the
late ex-President were taken to
the crematorium in a hearse
van, instead of a normal gun
carriage, keeping Covid-19
protocols in consideration. 

Several political leaders,
including President Ram Nath
Kovind, Prime Minister
Narendra Modi, former Prime
Minister Manmohan Singh,
Delhi Chief Minister Arvind
Kejriwal, Congress leader
Rahul Gandhi paid their last
respects to the former

President. 
“Paid tributes to respected

Pranab Mukherjee. He would
be remembered by generations
for his efforts towards India’s
progress,” Modi tweeted. 

The demise of the former
President was also condoled by
the Union Cabinet. The Union
Cabinet said the country has
lost an outstanding parlia-
mentarian and a distinguished

leader. Headed by Prime
Minister, the Cabinet also
observed two minutes of
silence in the memory of
Mukherjee. 

Continued on Page 2
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On the 12th day of its inves-
tigations in the Sushant

Singh Rajput death case, the
CBI on Tuesday questioned
actress Rhea Chakraborty’s
parents Indrajit and Indrajit
Chakraborty extensively, even
as the Enforcement 
Directorate (ED) grilled hote-
lier from Goa Guarav Arya in
the Sushant case-linked money
laundering case.   

On a day when the
Narcotics Control Bureau
(NCB) — in an apparently
Sushant death case-triggered
raids conducted in Mumbai
and Delhi — seized 3.5 kg
Marijuana (bud) worth �1.75
crore, the CBI subjected Rhea’s
parents to questioning for more
than eight hours.

Rhea’s parents reached the
Defence Research &
Development Organisation
(DRDO)’s guest house at 11 am
at Santa Cruz’s Kalina area in
north-west Mumbai,  where the
CBI  investigators have been
camping ever since their arrival
from Mumbai on August 20.
After extensive questioning
that went well beyond 7 pm,
Indrajit and Indrajit
Chakraborty returned from
the DRDO guest house to their
nearby Juhu residence.

However, the CBI did not
question Rhea and her brother
Showik on Tuesday. Till
Monday, Rhea had been ques-
tioned for four consecutive
days involving 36 hours, while
her brother Showik had been
grilled for five consecutive days.

In simultaneous operations
against the trafficked bud
(curated marijuana) sourced
from abroad carried out in
Mumbai and Delhi, the NCB
seized 3.5 kg of bud “having
high street value in Mumbai
and the best quality is sold at
the price of �5,000 per gram”.

“The seizure made in Delhi
was destined for Mumbai. The
seizure made in Mumbai was
sourced from Canada and des-
tined for Goa... The operations
in Mumbai had links with Goa
and one person namely F
Ahmed, a resident of
Calangute, Goa has been inter-
cepted, who works in a promi-
nent resort as driver,” a senior
NCB official said.

Tuesday was the first occa-
sion when Rhea’s parents were
questioned in connection with

the actor’s death case. Indrajit
and Sandhya Chakraborty are
among the persons named
along with Rhea, her brother
Showik, Sushaant’s ex-manag-
er Shruti Manager Shruti Modi
and others in an FIR lodged by
the actor’s father KK Singh with
Rajiv Nagar police station in
Patna. It was on the basis of this
FIR that the Supreme Court
ordered the transfer of the
Rajput death case to the CBI.    

Rhea, her parents, her
brother and others have been
booked as part of this FIR
under sections 341 (wrongful
restraint) 342 (wrongful con-
finement, 380 (theft), 406
(breach of trust), 420 (cheat-
ing), 306 (abetting suicide)
and 120-B (conspiracy) of the
Indian Penal Code.

Continued on Page 2
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Despite all-round protests,
the Joint Entrance Exam

(JEE)-Mains for admission to
IITs and NITs took place on
Tuesday amid stringent pre-
cautions and social distancing
measures in view of the 
Covid-19 pandemic. 

Staggered entry and exit for
candidates, sanitisers at the
gate, distribution of masks,
and maintaining social dis-
tancing as candidates queued
up, were some of the measures
at the exam centres across the
country. But several States
reported that candidates faced
difficulties in reaching centres

due to heavy rain and lack of
conveyance facilities.

Education Secretary Amit
Khare said JEE was conducted
smoothly all over the country.
“I would like to thank all the
State Governments and officials
of the National Testing Agency
(NTA) for the smooth conduct
of the examination,” Khare
told The Pioneer.

A senior NTA official said
about “10-15 per cent” 
more students skipped test 
this year.

There has been a decline in
JEE aspirants in 2020 with
8,58,273 registering as com-
pared to 9,35,741 in 2019.

The West Bengal
Government had earlier
opposed the Centre’s decision
to conduct JEE  during Covid
times as students would be
exposed to the pandemic. 

Continued on Page 2
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Waiver of interest on
deferred EMIs during

the moratorium period would
be against “the basic canons of
finance” and unfair to those
who repaid loans as per sched-
ule, the Centre told the
Supreme Court on Tuesday.
Reserve Bank of India has
however come out with a
scheme which provides for
extension of moratorium for
two years to certain stressed
borrowers, the Cenre informed
the apex court.

The Ministry of Finance
has filed an affidavit before the
apex court which had asked the
Centre and the RBI to review
the move to charge interest on

EMIs and interest on the inter-
est during the moratorium
period introduced under the
scheme due to the Covid-19
pandemic. 

During the hearing of a PIL
on the issue, Solicitor General
Tushar Mehta, appearing for
the Centre and RBI, told a
bench headed by Justice Ashok
Bhushan that the moratorium
period on repayment of loans
amid the Covid-19 pandemic is
“extendable” by two years. The
bench would hear the case on
Wednesday.

There cannot be a “one-size
fit all” solution to all the prob-
lems faced by the banking sec-
tors, Aditya Kumar Ghosh,
Under Secretary with the
Ministry of Finance, said in the
affidavit. The Government said
any “post facto” change in the
terms of the RBI circulars with
regard to non-charging of
interest during the moratorium
period would be unfair to
those who kept paying EMIs.

Continued on Page 2
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Against the backdrop of the
Congress’ allegations that

social media platform
Facebook (FB) favoured the
BJP and the RSS, Union Law
Minister Ravi Shankar Prasad
has written a letter to FB CEO
Mark Zuckerberg claiming it
was the BJP which suffered 
due to policy pursued by 
some biased officials of the
Facebook India.

Prasad said there was a
“concerted effort” by FB India

officials to delete pages of
right-of-centre ideology.

Prasad, in his letter, said,
“Right from India MD to other
senior officials, they all belong
to a particular political belief ”.

The Minister said FB is the
latest tool in their arsenal to
stoke internal divisions and
social disturbances. He said
there have been “multiple
instances” where Facebook was
used by “anarchic and radical”
elements but no action against
them have been taken.

“I would like to point out

that there have also been mul-
tiple instances recently where
Facebook has been used by
anarchic and radical elements
whose sole aim is to destroy
social order, to recruit people
and to assemble them for vio-
lence. However, we are yet to
see any meaningful action
against such elements,” he said.

“I am writing this letter to
raise serious concerns, some of
which we have also raised in
the past with senior officials of
Facebook,” said the  Union 
Law Minister. 
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The Supreme Court Tuesday
granted 10 years to 

telecom firms such as Vodafone
Idea, Bharti Airtel and 
Tata Teleservices for 
paying the Adjusted Gross
Revenue (AGR)-related dues 
to the Department of
Telecommunications (DoT)
with certain conditions.

The apex court asked telcos
to pay 10 per cent of the AGR-
related dues by March 31, 2021.

A Bench headed by Justice
Arun Mishra held that the
demand made by the DoT and
the verdict delivered by the top
court in the matter are final.

The Bench asked the
Managing Directors (MDs) or
Chief Executive Officer (CEOs)
of the telcos concerned to fur-
nish undertaking or personal
guarantee within four weeks for
payment of dues. 

Failure to pay the instal-
ments of the dues would incur
penalty, interest and contempt
of court, the Bench cautioned
the telecom firms. 

The top court said issue of
sale of spectrum by telcos fac-
ing insolvency proceedings
shall be decided by the National
Company Law Tribunal
(NCLT). The Bench delivered
its verdict on the issues, includ-
ing the time line for 
staggered payment of AGR-
related dues amounting to
about �1.6 lakh crore.

Continued on Page 2
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The Allahabad High Court
on Tuesday quashed the

detention of Dr Kafeel Khan
under the National Security Act
and ordered his immediate
release, saying the Aligarh dis-
trict magistrate did a “selective
reading” of his speech at the
AMU.

The Bench comprising
Chief Justice Govind Marhur
and Justice Saumitra Dayal

Singh said a complete reading
of the speech does not disclose
any effort to promote hatred or
violence and it gives a call for
national integrity.

The court allowed the writ
petition filed by Khan’s moth-
er Nuzhat Parveen and said the
order for his detention passed
by the DM is illegal. The peti-
tion argued Khan was granted
bail in February and he was
supposed to be released on bail. 

Continued on Page 2

New Delhi: Defence
Minister Rajnath Singh  and
External Affairs Minister S
Jaishankar will take part
respective Ministers’ meets of
the Shanghai Cooperation
Organisation (SCO) in
Moscow. China and Pakistan
too are part of this grouping.
Both the Ministers may meet
their Chinese counterparts
there. 
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Abelligerent China has
blamed India for the latest

round of friction at the Line of
Actual Control (LAC) on south
bank of the Pangong Lake,
calling it a step to divert pub-
lic attention from the domes-
tic issues, and warned India
that, “the PLA is bound to
make the Indian Army suffer
much more severe losses than
it did in 1962.”

China’s Western Theatre
Command said on Monday

evening that Indian troops
once again illegally crossed
the LAC near the south bank of
the Pangong Lake and Reqin
mountain pass, a blatant
provocative move that seri-
ously infringed on China’s ter-
ritorial sovereignty, and under-
mined the peace and stability
in the China-India border area.

China on Monday also
tried to come close to one of the
peaks occupied by India on
August 29, however, local com-
manders dissuaded the Chinese
from coming close.

A report in the China’s
mouthpiece Global Times said
that after the June clash
between the two armies in the
Galwan Valley anti-China
opinion dominated Indian
society and India overreached
itself by economically sanc-
tioning China and strength-
ened interaction with the US in
order to gain an upper hand
over Beijing. Washington
almost publicly sided with New
Delhi, which further encour-
aged the latter, the report said.

Continued on Page 2
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New Delhi/Shimla: E-Stamping
service through CSC was
launched in Himachal Pradesh
on Tuesday with the Himalayan
state becoming the sixth state
after Chhattisgarh, Jharkhand,
Gujarat, Assam, and Tripura to
get this service through
Common Servicr Centres
(CSC), a digital India arm under
Ministry of Electronics and IT.

E-stamping is a computer-
based application and a secured
electronic way of stamping doc-
uments and is replacement to
the earlier prevailing system of
physical stamp paper. 

"Now with the launch of E-
stamp service through CSCs in
Himachal Pradesh, this service
will be available to citizens of the
state at doorsteps and this will
facilitate availability of the ser-
vice to remotest corner of

Himachal Pradesh," said Dr.
Dinesh Kumar Tyagi, CEO-
CSC SPV, while inaugurating
the service.

Vikas Singla, Area
Manager-Stock Holding
Corporation said that they will
organize online training on this
service for CSC District
Managers in Shimla who will
further train state VLEs. 

Paying stamp duty is an
essential part of almost any
transaction in India, from buy-
ing or selling a house to setting
up a business agreement or
even registering insurance poli-
cies. Law requires to pay stamp
duty to the central or state gov-
ernment when certain transac-
tions take place, such as buying,
selling or leasing property, busi-
ness agreements, making deeds,
etc. PNS
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While pronouncing the

verdict, the bench said that till
the last instalment is paid by
the telcos, their bank guaran-
tees furnished to the DoT
would be kept alive.

During an earlier hearing,
the bench had also heard argu-
ments on the point as to
whether spectrum can be sold
by telecom companies facing
proceedings under the
Insolvency and Bankruptcy
Code (IBC) and how the AGR-
related dues can be recovered
from them.

The top court had in
October 2019 delivered verdict
on the AGR issue, primarily its
definition for calculating gov-
ernment dues of telecom com-
panies such as licence fee and
spectrum usage charges.

The DoT in March this
year moved a plea seeking per-
mission for allowing staggered
payment of the dues by telcos
over a period of 20 years.

The Bench reserved the
verdict on July 20 on staggered
payments, saying that it will not
hear “even for a second” the
arguments on reassessment or
re-calculation of the AGR-
related dues.

From Page 1
However, he was not released for

four days and the National Security
Act (NSA) was subsequently invoked
against him. Hence, his detention was
illegal.

Khan has been in jail since
January after he delivered the alleged-
ly provocative speech at the Aligarh
Muslim University (AMU) during
the anti-Citizenship (Amendment)
Act (CAA) protests in December last
year. He is lodged in Mathura jail.

Congress leader Priyanka
Gandhi Vadra hailed the Allahabad
High Court’s decision and hoped the
Uttar Pradesh government will
immediately release him “without
any malice”.

Quashing Khan’s detention
order, the court said, “A complete
reading of the speech primafacie does
not disclose any effort to promote
hatred or violence. It also no where

threatens peace and
tranquility of the
city of Aligarh. The
address gives a call
for national integri-
ty and unity among
the citizens. The
speech also depre-
cates any kind of
violence.

“It appears that
the District
Magistrate had
selective reading
and selective men-
tion for few phras-
es from the speech
ignoring its true
intent.”

The court fur-
ther said in the
instant case, the
“causal link is found
to be missing or
completely broken”.

“In absence of

any material indicating that the
detainee continued to act in a man-
ner prejudicial to public order from
December 12, 2019 up to February
13, 2020, or that he committed any
such other or further act as may have
had that effect, the preventive deten-
tion order cannot be sustained,” it
said.

“In fact, the grounds of detention
are silent as to public order at Aligarh
being at risk of any prejudice in
February 2020 on account of the
offending act attributed to the
detainee on the date December 12,
2019,” the court said in its order.

“What remains is a mere appre-
hension expressed by the detaining
authority without supporting mate-
rial on which such apprehension may
be founded,” it said.

The court said it had also tested
the legality of the detention on the
count of giving effective opportuni-
ty to the detainee to represent at the
earliest.

“The grounds for detention along
with material were supplied to the
detainee in light of clause (5) of
Article 22 of the Constitution of India
enabling him to submit representa-
tion to the competent authorities at
earliest,” it said.

“The material so given was a
compact disk of the speech delivered
by Dr. Kafeel Khan on 12th
December, 2019 at Bab-e-Syed gate
of Aligarh Muslim University,” it said.

“On asking, it is conveyed to us
that no transcript of the speech was
supplied to the detainee. The non-
supply of transcript would have been
of no consequence, if a device would
have been supplied to the detainee to
play the compact disk. It is the posi-
tion admitted that no such device was
made available to the detainee,” it
added. One more important aspect
of the matter is that the orders of
extension of detention were never
served upon the detainee, the court
said.

From Page 1
In West Bengal, the

Government had asked all State
transport utilities to commence
bus services from 5 am in view
of the exam, but several candi-
dates in North 24 Parganas,
Berhampur, Malda and Siliguri
claimed that they had to wait
for hours, braving downpour, to
get a bus to reach their test cen-
tres. Suspension of local train
services due to the COVID-19
pandemic added to the woes of
the candidates.

State Education Minister
Partha Chatterjee said that he
would no longer comment on
the matter as the Centre has
entrusted the NTA to take nec-
essary measures for the safety
of the students.

Exams at other Centres
across the country passed off
peacefully on the first day
including Bihar, but about 45
per cent students skipped the
JEE in Gujarat amid the Corona
pandemic. A senior NTA offi-

cial said the
percentage of
s t u d e n t s
skipping the
test stood at
25-30 per
cent in earli-
er years and

the current figure was “10-15
per cent” more.

In Delhi, a strike by Ola and
Uber drivers caused problems
for students appearing for the
exam. Amid strict enforcement
of COVID-19 protocols in
Odisha, students appeared for
the JEE while in Jharkhand too,
the JEE exam was conducted
“peacefully” at exam centres in
five cities.

The National Eligibility
cum Entrance Test (NEET), for
admission to medical and den-
tal colleges, is scheduled to be
held later this month. The next
JEE slot till September 6 will
also follow the same pattern
and the Centre anticipates that
problem will be eased out more
for all the stakeholders as
almost all the States and UTs
have finally extended their
cooperation.

“Hand sanitisers were made
available at the entrance of the
examination centre and inside
the exam hall at all times. The
usual process of checking the
admit cards of candidates has
been replaced with barcode
readers, which have been made
available to the examination
centre authorities,” said an NTA
official.

The first shift of the exam
took place at 9.30 am while the
second shift at 2.30 pm. Over 9

lakh candidates have registered
for the JEE-Mains exam for
admission to engineering
courses in IITs, NITs and
Centrally Funded Technical
Institutions (CFTIs).

Based on the results of the
JEE-Mains Paper 1 and Paper
2, the top 2.45 lakh candidates
will be eligible to appear for the
JEE-Advanced exam, which is
a one-stop exam to get admis-
sion into the 23 premier Indian
Institutes of Technology (IITs).
JEE-Advanced is scheduled to
take place on September 27.

Increasing the number of
examination centres, alternate
seating plans, fewer candidates
per room and staggered entry
and exit were among the steps
for safe conduct of the crucial
exam.

While the Governments of
Odisha, Madhya Pradesh,
Chhattisgarh, Jharkhand
extended students transport
facility, a group of IIT alumni
and students also launched a
portal to provide transport
facilities to exam centres for the
candidates in need.
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“I respectfully state and

submit that ex post facto change
in the terms and conditions of
the offer of moratorium favour-
ing those who availed of it over
those who made the extra effort
of repaying as per schedule
would be grossly inequitable
and patently unfair for those
who did not avail of the bene-
fits of moratorium initially or
gave it up subsequently. 

“A waiver of the interest on
interest during moratorium
would also be against the basic
canons of finance,” the affidavit
said.

The RBI, through its cir-
culars of August 6, has empow-
ered the banks to resolve Covid-
19 -related stress and customise
relief to individual borrowers
through grant of various con-

cessions in terms of alteration
in the rate of interest and hair-
cut on amount payable as inter-
est, it said.

The RBI circular also pro-
vides for ‘extension of the resid-
ual tenor of the loan, with or
without moratorium, by up to
two years, waiving penal inter-
est and charges’, rescheduling
repayment, Converting accu-
mulated interest into a fresh
loan with a deferred payment
schedule and sanction of addi-
tional loan, the affidavit said.

The Centre said that the
desired reliefs for eligible bor-
rowers are now available under
the RBI framework and in
addition, the Central
Government through various
means has also given com-
mensurate reliefs to sectors
affected by COVID-19 in order
to mitigate the impact of the
pandemic.
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Apart from accusing Rhea,

her parents, brother and others
of having abetted Rajput’s
alleged suicide, the actor’s father
has alleged that his son’s bank
account transaction history
showed he had Rs 17 crore in
one account, of which Rs 15
crore had been transferred to an
account that had nothing to do
with him. He has also alleged
that Rhea had left him and took
away his treatment papers, lap-
top, credit cards, jewellery and
cash.  He has also said his son
did not suffer from mental
health issues before his rela-
tionship with Rhea.

The CBI is understood to
have questioned Rhea’s par-
ents about their relations with
the late actor, whether they were
reconciled to the fact that their
daughter was Rajput’s live-in
mate, what all things that their
daughter had revealed to them
about her relationship with the
actor, whether their daughter
had received money from
Sushant and whether they knew
about the actor’s mental condi-
tion in the run-up to his death.   

Meanwhile, Goa-based
hotelier Gaurav Arya, whose
name has figured in drug-relat-
ed issues involving Rajput, Rhea
and others, was questioned by
the Enforcement Directorate
(ED) for the second consecutive
day in an alleged money laun-
dering case-linked to Rajput’s
death. Arya had been ques-
tioned by the ED for nine

hours on Monday
The ED recorded his state-

ment under the Prevention of
Money Laundering Act
(PMLA) in connection with a
registered by it linking it to
Rhea and others.

On his part, Arya had told
the ED that  he had never met
Rajput and he had met Rhea
once in 2017. He had also
claimed he has no connection
with the Rajput case.

Simultaneously, the NCB is
investigating Arya in connec-
tion with the allegations that he
had supplied drugs to Rhea for
use by Rajput.

It may be recalled that the
ED, which has registered a
money laundering in Rajput’s
death case, had retrieved
WhatsApp messages Rhea had
with others  in which alleged
procurement and usage of
drugs like MDMA, marijuana,
LSD and Cannabidiol had fig-
ured. The ED had shared the
WhatsApp messages to the CBI
and Narcotics Control Bureau
(NCB), prompting the latter to
register a case  under sections
20, 22, 27 and 29 of the Narcotic
Drugs and Psychotropic
Substances) Act and booked
Rhea Chakraborty, her broth-
er Showik Chakraborty and
others under it.

In the messages accessed by
the media last week, Rhea talks
about drugs.  In a chat between
Rhea and Gaurav Arya who is
allegedly a drug dealer, Rhea
writes, “In case we speak about
hard drugs, I haven’t been
doing too much. Tried MDMA

once”. In another message sent
to Gaurav Arya, she asks: “You
have MD?”.

One message sent to her by
one Jaya Saha on November 25
last year says, “Use 4 drops in
coffee, tea or water and let him
sip it. Give it 30-40 minutes for
it to kick in.”  Then, there
emerges a message in a chat
between Rhea & Jaya, “I have
asked him to coordinate with
Shruti (Modi) & reach it up”. In
yet another message, Rhea
writes to  Jaya, “Thank you so
much” Reply from Jaya:  “No
problem bro, hope it helps.”

In the first chat message,
Miranda writes to Rhea” “Hi
Rhea, the stuff is almost over”.
In the next message, Jaya tells
Rhea,  “Use 4 drops in tea, let
him sip it …. Give it 30-40 mins
to kick in’.  In the seventh and
last accessed chat message,
Miranda writes to Rhea:
“Should we take it from
Showik’s friend? But he has just
a hash & bud.”

The WA chat messages hint
at the fact that Rhea was
allegedly procuring drugs for
use.

Meanwhile, the NCB seized
3.5 kgs of buds having high
street value in Mumbai and the
best quality is sold at the price
of Rs 5,000 per gram. While the
seizure made in Delhi was des-
tined for Mumbai, the seized
drug was sourced from Canada
and destined for Goa. 

“NCB has conducted an
intensive operation against the
illegal import of curated mari-
juana (bud), which is primari-

ly sourced from the USA and
Canada and has huge market
demand in Mumbai.  In all, 3.5
kg of bud has been seized from
foreign post offices based on the
specific inputs,” an NCB state-
ment said.

“The widespread use and
demand of bud in Mumbai
region has jacked up the prices
in the grey market and it has
huge pecuniary gains in the
trafficking. The sourcing of
the bud is primarily through
the Darknet, which gives the
layers of the anonymity to the
buyers and sellers. The eco-
nomic transactions in these
types of international drug
trafficking is based on the
cryptocurrency dealings,” the
statement said.

According to the NCB, the
operations in Mumbai had
found the links with Goa and
one person namely F Ahmed
r/o Calangute, Goa has been
intercepted, who works in a
prominent resort as driver. It
has further been learnt that F.
Ahmed was supplying the bud
to some prominent receivers at
Bangalore, who have linkages
with Page 3 celebrities.

“In the operations at Delhi,
the source of the bud was
found to be the USA. The con-
signee of the contraband was
based in Delhi, but was mis-
guided by his contact at
Mumbai that some legal stuff is
being procured from the USA
and the same was further to be
collected by Mumbai based
persons, whose search is under-
way,” the statement said.

From Page 1
They clarified that there

were no skirmishes in all the
three attempts in the last two
days. 

In Depsang valley, the
Chinese troops came in large
numbers towards the LAC and
duly warned by the Indians not
to breach the LAC and maintain
peace and tranquility, officials
said.

The Brigadiers of two
armies held the second succes-
sive round of talks in the last two
days in Chushul-Moldo on the
LAC in Ladakh on Tuesday.
Though nothing tangibly pos-
itive emerged from the parleys,
the two sides agreed to keep all
lines of communication open to
prevent the issue from flaring up
further.

India also made it clear that
its action on August 29-30 was
“defensive” and within its side of
the LAC to protect its territor-
ial integrity. This assertion came
with China claiming that the
Indian army breached the past
agreements and transgressed
the LAC in south bank of the
Pangong Tso(lake)and occu-
pied strategic hilltops falling in
the Chinese region.

Reacting to the latest devel-
opments on the LAC, External
Affairs Ministry spokesperson
Anurag Srivastava said the
Chinese side violated the under-
standing and engaged in
provocative maneuvers in the
late night of 29th and on 30th
August in an attempt to change
the status quo in the South Bank
area of Pangong Lake.

He said India and China
have been closely engaged
through diplomatic and military
channels over the past three
months to resolve the situation
along the India-China border. It
would also be recalled that ear-
lier the two Foreign Ministers
and the two Special
Representatives had agreed that
the situation should be handled
in a responsible manner and
either side should not take any
provocative action or escalate
matters and ensure peace and
tranquility as per bilateral
agreements and protocol.

As stated on Monday by the
Indian Army, the Indian side
responded to these provocative
actions and took appropriate
defensive measures along the
LAC in order to safeguard our
interests and defend the terri-
torial integrity. Furthermore,
on August 31 even as the
ground commanders of the two
sides were in discussions to de-
escalate the situation, the
Chinese troops again engaged in
provocative action. Due to the
timely defensive action, the
Indian side was able to prevent
these attempts to unilaterally
alter the status quo, Srivastava
said.

The actions and behavior of
the Chinese side since earlier
this year along the LAC has
been in clear violation of the

bilateral agreements and proto-
cols concluded between the
two countries to ensure peace
and tranquility on the border.
Such actions are also in com-
plete disregard to the under-
standings reached between the
two Foreign Ministers as also
the Special Representatives.

“We have taken up the mat-
ter of recent provocative and
aggressive actions with the
Chinese side through both
diplomatic and military chan-
nels and have urged them to dis-
cipline and control their front-
line troops from undertaking
such provocative actions,” he
said.

The Indian side is firmly
committed to resolving all out-
standing issues along the LAC
in the Western Sector through
peaceful dialogue. In this con-
text, we expect the Chinese
side to sincerely abide by the
understanding reached earlier
and earnestly work with the
India to resolve the situation and
to restore peace and tranquili-
ty in the border areas.

Sources said the Indian
army swung into action on
after intelligence reports indi-
cated tank and troop movement
by the Chinese.  More than 300
Chinese troopers tried to enter
the Black Top region in south-
ern Pangong known as Chushul
sector.

Elite commandos of the
covert Special Frontier
Force(SFF) and the regular
army teams thwarted the
Chinese aggressive move and
secured the crucial hilltops in
the region.  They include Black
Top and three others besides
crucial road link to the Spangurr
gap leading to Chushul which is
about 20 km from the current
flashpoint, sources said.

After this preemptive move
by India, China deployed addi-
tional troops and tanks close to
the LAC.  India has responded
with positioning tanks and
heavy guns besides mountain
warfare trained and acclima-
tized troops.  At present, more
than one lakh soldiers from
both sides are amassed along the
LAC in Ladakh region.

The Indian Army also dis-
mantled the sensors, infrared
cameras and other observation
devices erected by the Chinese
in the region to keep an eye on
the Indian patrol movements,
they said.
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“Joined the Union Cabinet

meeting via video conferencing
in presence of the Prime Minister
to express profound sorrow on
the sad demise of former
President of India Pranab
Mukherjee,” Home Minister
Amit Shah tweeted.

Mukherjee passed away on
August 31 at the age of 84 in
Delhi’s Army’s Research and
Referral Hospital. There was a
decline in his medical condition
on Tuesday morning, due to
which he suffered a septic shock
caused by lung infection. He had
been admitted to the hospital on
August 19 and underwent a

brain surgery for a blood clot
removal. On the same day later,
he also tested positive for coro-
navirus. The Government has
announced a seven-day State
mourning from August 31 to
September 6 after Mukherjee’s
demise, as a mark of respect to
the departed dignitary. 

Mukherjee served as the
13th President of India from
2012 to 2017. Prior to that,
Mukherjee also served as the
Union Finance Minister from
2009-2012, before being elected
as the President. Mukherjee was
also the recipient of India’s high-
est civilian honour, the Bharat
Ratna, in 2019, which was
awarded to him by the President
of India, Ram Nath Kovind.
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The south bank of the

Pangong Lake where the latest
confrontation took place is under
China’s control. India is trying to
turn it into a new disputed area as
a bargaining chip in negotiations.
Obviously, India is taking an
aggressive approach on border
issues rather than prioritising sta-
bility in border regions, the report
said.

India is now burdened with
domestic issues, especially the
coronavirus situation that has
almost spiraled out of control. On
Sunday, the number of new infec-
tion cases reached as high as
78,000, breaking the world record.
The economy has been dragged
into a sluggish state. By provoking
tensions at the border, New Delhi
also aims to shift domestic atten-
tion, which is a hooligan behavior
externally, and political flimflam
internally, the report said.

“But it must be pointed out
that New Delhi is facing a power-
ful China. The PLA has sufficient
force to safeguard every inch of the
country. Chinese people have
shown support to the Government
which won’t seek to provoke India,
but does not allow it to encroach
on China’s territory. China is
strategically firm in the south-
western border areas and is also
prepared for any circumstance.
China welcomes it if India wants
to co-exist in peace. If India wants
to engage in competition, China
has more tools and capability
than India. If India would like a
military showdown, the PLA is
bound to make the Indian Army
suffer much more severe losses
than it did in 1962,” the report said.

The report further stated that
China needed to prepare to carry

out a military struggle in the
China-India border area. We
should try our best to resolve fric-
tions through peaceful means.
But when India recklessly chal-
lenges China’s bottom line, China
must not be soft. It must take mil-
itary actions when necessary, and
ensure it can win.

“China is several times
stronger than India, and India is
no match for China. We must
smash any Indian illusion that it
can deal with China by colluding
with other powers, such as the US,”
it said.

Meanwhile, In New Delhi
spokesperson of Chinese Embassy
in India, Counsellor Ji Rong, on
Tuesday, accused India of
‘provocative military movements’
to change status quo at the friction
point in eastern Ladakh.

“On August 31, Indian troops
violated the consensus reached in
previous multi-level in consensus
engagements and negotiations
between China and India, ille-
gally trespassed the Line of Actual
Control again at the southern
bank of the Pangong Tso Lake
and near the Reqin Pass in the
western sector of China-India
border, and conducted flagrant
provocations, which again stirred
tension in the border areas.
India’s move has grossly violated
China’s territorial sovereignty,
seriously violated relevant agree-
ments, protocols and important
consensus reached between the
two countries, and severely dam-
aged peace and tranquility along
the China-India border areas.
What India has done runs
counter to the efforts made by
both sides for a period of time to
ease and cool down the situation
on the ground, and China is res-
olutely opposed to this,” Ji Rong
said.
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The Delhi Government has
announced two new cam-

puses of Netaji Subhas
University of Technology
(NSUT) by integrating two
campuses Ch. Brahm Prakash
Government Engineering
College, Jaffarpur and
‘Ambedkar Institute Of
Advanced Communication
Technologies & Research’ reg-
istered under Department of
Training and Technical
Education.

Deputy Chief Minister and
the Education Minister of
Delhi, Manish Sisodia said that
both of these colleges will ben-
efit from the reputation and

resources that the Netaji
Subhash University of
Technology has. “It will also
enable the colleges to progress
in a more directed manner,
considering NSUT's history,
academic prowess and part-
nerships with the industry,” he
said.

“It is expected that after
coming under the brand name
of NSUT, these institutes will
have all-round development
in the fields of teaching and
research. The growth rate of
these Institutes was not encour-
aging despite their existence for
more than 12 years. This new
development has created 360
additional seats in the BTech
course and 72 in the MTech

course,” the government said in
a statement.

The West Campus at
Jaffarpur will specialize in the
area of core branches such as

Civil, Information Technology
and Mechanical Engineering
and likewise while the East
Campus at Geeta Colony will
enhance and cater to the needs

in the area of Electronics and
Communication Engineering
and Computer Science
Engineering, he said.

“The admission in NSUT
is done through JEE (Mains)
exam. Now after the integra-
tion, admission in these
Campuses will also be made
through JEE exams and there-
fore the quality of intake stu-
dents will improve,” he said.

The deputy chief minister
said that this new development
will address various adminis-
trative constraints such as
recruitment of faculty, slow
financial decision making, etc.
emanating from lack of auton-
omy.

“Regular faculty strength at

both the Institutes is very dis-
appointing. This problem is
due to slow recruitment
processes and unfortunate
court cases against some
recruitment,” he added.

The existing students will
pay the same fees as prescribed
at the time of admission. 

The fees for newly enrolled
students would be decided by
the Board of Management of
NSUT, he said, adding that the
degrees of currently enrolled
students of these Institutes will
continue to be under GGSIP
University.

The newly enrolled stu-
dents after the integration will
be given a degree under NSUT,
he added.
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The Aam Aadmi Party (AAP)
sharpened its attack against

the ‘failure’ and the corruption
of the Bharatiya Janata Party-led
municipal Corporations in
keeping the city clean.

The AAP MLAs and
Councillors on Tuesday held
protests across all the 70 con-
stituencies and put more than
250 human banners all over
Delhi.

Party senior leader and
MCD in-charge Durgesh
Pathak said, "It is very unfortu-
nate that Delhi which is the cap-
ital of the country ranked the
dirtiest city due to corruption in
BJP- ruled Corporations.

“Tourists from different
countries of the world come to
Delhi, the Prime Minister of this
country, all the Cabinet
Ministers of the Central
Government and all the MPs

live in Delhi but the reluctance
of leadership and the rampant
corruption in civic bodies have
made the national capital the
dirtiest city,” he said.

In a recent survey, SDMC
was ranked 31, north MCD (43)
and EDMC ranked 46. One of
the key responsibilities of the
municipal corporations of Delhi
to clean the city but the survey
clearly shows that they have
miserably failed, he said.

AAP Leader of Opposition
in East Delhi Municipal
Corporation Manoj Tyagi who
led the protest outside the
EDMC office in Patparganj said
"The leaders of municipal cor-
poration are only involved in
corruption. According to the
recent survey, East Delhi has
been ranked 46th in the survey
of 47 cities, which is the second
last position in the ranking,” he
said

For the last 15 years, the

BJP has been governed by the
Municipal Corporation, despite
that there is a pile of garbage
mountains in Delhi. BJP should

apologize to the people of Delhi
and should resign from their
posts based on morality. If
AAP gets the responsibility of

the MCD then we will run it in
the same budget," he said. 

SDMC mayor Anamika
said that the Delhi govern-

ment agencies did not 
cooperate with the corporations
resulting in water logging across
the city.
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Delhi Chief Minister Arvind
Kejriwal on Tuesday wrote

to Prime Minister Narendra
Modi, urging him to consider
more legally viable and sus-
tainable options for providing
Goods and Services (GST)
dues to States to help them tide
over the coronavirus (COVID-
19) financial crisis.

The two options that are
given by the Ministry of
Finance which primarily
require the States to borrow
and then meet the repayment
liabilities will put an extreme-
ly onerous burden on the States
which are reeling under the
financial crisis due to the short-
fall in the revenue collections
and an increased commitment
of expenditure emerging from
COVID-19 response, he said.

“The Goods and Services
Tax (Compensation to States)
Act, 2017, very clearly provides
for compensation to States for
loss of revenue arising on
account of the implementation
of the GST in pursuance of the
provision of the Constitution
(101st Amendment Act, 2016),”
he said.

Kejriwal said that the GST
Council should consider autho-
rizing the Centre to borrow on
its behalf and extend the peri-
od of collection of cess beyond
2022.

The GST council had on
August 27 offered states with
two options to tide over their
revenue generated from GST
shortfall as the cess collected
from items such as cars and
tobacco was not adequate to
compensate them this financial
year. The Centre specified that
the state governments could

borrow either via a special
window it will facilitate
through the Reserve Bank of
India (RBI) or raise debt from
the market.

Terming the GST reform as
the landmark reform in the
indirect tax structure of India,
Kejriwal in the letter stated that
the assurance of the GST com-
pensation to states to meet the
shortfall in tax collections is
one of the pillars on which the
entire GST edifice rests.

“The options proposed by
the Centre will lead to a cum-
bersome process of borrowing
by the States, crediting the
debt amount to the GST com-
pensation fund, to which legal-
ly all the compensation fund
has to be credited in terms of
the Section 10 of the GST
(Compensation Act, 2017) and
thereafter release of such funds
as may be due to the States
from the Compensation Fund,”
he said.
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The Gurugram district found 196
more Covid-19 positive cases on

Tuesday. The situation is alarming now
the tally has zoomed up to 12,113.

As of now a total of 133 
persons have lost their lives in the dis-
trict so far.

The figures of COVID active
patients are 1,048. A total of 10,932
have been cured and discharged
including 142 on Tuesday.

Meanwhile, Coronavirus test rates
in Haryana have been fixed at Rs 1,600,
down from the current Rs 2,400 and
Rs 8,500 for the plasma.

According to officials in the dis-
trict administration, all arrangements,
be it isolation facilities or sample test-
ing and admission of severely infect-
ed patients have been ensured. No

corona infected patient will have dif-
ficulty in getting treatment, they
added.

Claiming medical preparedness to
tackle the present Covid-19 situation
in the district Gurugram, Deputy
Commissioner Amit Khatri said that
a provision of about 4500 beds and 350
ventilators in both private and gov-
ernment hospitals have been made.

Apart from these, another 1000
beds are being arranged, so there will
be no shortage of treatment facilities
for the Covid-19 patients in the dis-
trict.

The district health department has
also stated a second round of a sero
survey in which about hundreds of
people have been tested.

“The purpose of this survey is to
monitor the population of Stork-
Cove 2 infection in the district. Out of
850 persons selected for the sero sur-
veillance survey, 500 are from rural
and 350 are from urban areas,” said
civil surgeon Gurugram, Dr. Virendra
Yadav.

The official further informed that
44 clusters have been placed in each
cluster in rural areas which will be sur-
veyed.

“This survey will consist of strat-
ified multi-stage sampling, in which
samples will be taken with the consent
of people above 18 years of age. Also,
a supervisor will be designated to
monitor the clusters,” Yadav said.
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Minister of Railways Piyush
Goyal directed the offi-

cials of Dedicated Freight
Corridor Corporation of India
(DFCCIL) to take all possible
steps to speed up the work on
all the sections of the Western
Dedicated Freight Corridor
(1504 Route km) and Eastern
Dedicated Freight Corridor
(1856 route km).

The direction came in a
review meeting called on
Tuesday. “The progress of each
individual state was discussed
in detail and instructions were
given to ensure smooth
progress by resolving all hin-
drances,” the ministry said in a
statement.

During the review meeting,
progress made about acquisi-

tion of land and construction
of road over bridges (ROBs) in
the states were  discussed and
resolved. State officials were
asked to expedite the process of
arbitration and enforce law if
there were issues like obstruc-
tion of work in any patch of

work, it said.
Dedicated Freight

Corridors (DFC) is one of the
largest rail infrastructure pro-
jects a (total length of 3360
route km) undertaken by the
Government of India. 

The overall cost is pegged

at Rs 81,459 crores. DFCCIL
has been set up as a special pur-
pose vehicle to undertake plan-
ning, development, mobiliza-
tion of financial resources,
construction, maintenance and
operation of Dedicated Freight
Corridors.
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A23-year-old man killed his
two roommates in

National Capital’s Raghubir
Nagar after allegedly being
pressured by them to pay the
rent of their accommodation
for the period he was at his
native place. Police said that
they have arrested the accused
Sakir, who fled to his village in
Uttar Pradesh's Amroha after
killing his roommates.

“The accused had been
staying with Azam (45) and
Amir Hasan (46) in a rented
flat at Raghubir Nagar for
which they were paying Rs.
4,000 per month. Azam and
Amir were staying there since
1994,” said Deepak Purohit, the
Deputy Commissioner of
Police (DCP), West district.

“Early this year, Sakir had
gone to his village and stayed
there for four months and
returned to his accommodation
in Delhi just 15 days back. But
after his return, his room-
mates started pressuring him to
pay the rent even for the four
months that he stayed in his vil-
lage,” said the DCP.

“This led to an argument
following which the room-
mates of the accused abused
him. Sakir got offended and
wanted to take revenge 
when on the intervening night
of August 30-31, while his
roommates were asleep, he
killed them and fled,” the DCP
added.

“A Police Control Room
(PCR) call was received a call
about the incident on Monday
and on reaching the spot, both

Ajam and Amir were found
dead with multiple stab
injuries. The spot was inspect-
ed by the crime team as well as
Forensic Science Laboratory
(FSL) team from Rohini,” said
the DCP.

“A case under relevant sec-
tions of Indian Penal Code was
registered at Khayala police sta-
tion and investigation revealed
that Sakir, who was the prime
suspect, was absconding. All
the three roommates were
engaged in sale of garlic in
nearby areas,” said the DCP.

“Various police teams were
formed and dispatched at all
the possible hideouts. A team
was also dispatched to his vil-
lage and finally, he was nabbed
there,” said the DCP.

“During interrogation,
Sakir told police that he had
gone to his village early this
year and spent four months
there. After his return, his
roommates pressuring him to
pay the rent for the four
months, when he was at his vil-
lage. An argument broke out
during which the accused was
also abused by his roommates
which angered him and he
decided to take revenge,” said
the DCP.

“Sakir had killed both his
roommates with a knife and
hid the weapon and left for his
village. However, he was arrest-
ed,” the DCP added. 
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Delhi Police has arrested a
man for allegedly duping

garment traders of lakhs of
rupees to tide over the losses
suffered in business due to the
c o r o n a v i r u s - t r i g g e r e d  
lockdown.

The accused has been
identified as Sandip Arora, a
resident of Geeta Colony in
East Delhi. Police said that the
accused, using a fake name
Rishi to hide his identity,
duped garment traders in
National Capita.

Police said that the
accused, Arora and his associ-
ate Vishal were in the garment
business but during the lock-

down, they suffered huge loss-
es and to tide up the financial
losses, they started duping
people to earn a quick buck.

“They duped over 15 gar-
ment traders by placing orders
on credit and in turn deliver-
ing the products to multiple
sellers at cheaper rates,” said
police adding that manhunt
has been initiated to nab
Vishal, who is absconding.

According to R P Meena,
the Deputy Commissioner of
Police (DCP), Southeast dis-
trict, a probe was initiated on
August 30 after a man named
Gopal Das, a resident of
Tuglakabad Extension,
approached police with a com-
plaint against Rishi.

“Das alleged that Rishi

had come to his shop a month
back and introduced himself as
a garment trader. Das, who
also runs a garment business in
southeast Delhi's Govindpuri,
alleged that the accused told
him that he recently opened
his office in Tuglakabad
Extension, and wanted to trade
with him in garments,” said the
DCP.

“Das told police that he
started accepting bulk orders of
expensive clothes from Rishi.

On August 13, Rishi along with
his friend came to Das's office
and placed an order of 361
pieces of cloth after paying  Rs
20,000 out of total payment of
Rs 75,810. Thereafter, on
August 29, the accused
demanded 600-700 more
pieces of clothes. Das delivered
a total 640 pieces worth Rs 2
lakh,” said the DCP.

“After collecting the con-
signment, the accused left
Das's office and refused to pay

the rest of the payment of Rs.
1,90,000. During investiga-
tion, police found out that the
accused had duped more than
15 local garment traders using
the same modus operandi. It
was also found that the real
name of the accused was
Sandip Arora, said the DCP.

“A case was registered
against him under relevant
sections of Indian Penal Code
and on the intervening night of
August 30-31, Arora was
arrested from his residence in
Geeta Colony,” said the DCP.

“During interrogation, the
accused told the police that
earlier he and his associate
Vishal used to run a garments
business at Gandhi Nagar and
Geeta Colony,” said the DCP.

“During the lockdown,
they suffered huge losses and
to tide up their losses, they
planned to dupe other busi-
nessmen to earn a quick buck.
Arora started using a fake
name so that his identity could
not be traced. He then started
duping people by placing
orders on credit,” said the
DCP.

“The accused had duped
garment businessmen of
approximately Rs 15-16 lakhs
and further delivered it to
multiple sellers at cheaper
rates. He and his associate
Vishal divided the money
equally and spent the cheated
amount on their personal
needs,” said the Deputy
Commissioner of Police. 
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A39-year-old doctor com-
mitted suicide by jumping

off from the 8th floor of his flat
in Evo apartments located at
Sector-47 in Gurugram on
Tuesday early morning around
3.30 am.

The victim was identified
as Dr Surjit Kumar Saha who
hails from Nepal but got Indian
citizenship in 2005. The
deceased was a liver trans-
plant surgeon at the Medanta
hospital in Gurugram.

Saha was living alone in his
Gurugram flat while his wife
Laxmi and six-year-old daugh-
ter lived in Kolkata. The cou-
ple had a love marriage in 2010,
the police said.

"Saha jumped off from the
balcony of his flat located on
the 8th floor of the multi-
storey apartment complex. He
died on the spot. We suspect
that the victim had some con-
flict with his wife and it could
be a reason behind the extreme
step. We have also recovered a
suicide note from his flat in
which he did not blame anyone
for the extreme step," said
assistant sub-inspector Mohan
Puri, the investigation officer.

According to police, Saha
was under stress as the couple
had filed a mutual divorce
petition in a local court and on
Tuesday they had to attend
their first court hearing.

The police said Saha and
his wife had a conversation
over the phone just before his

suicide, in that conversation
Saha told his wife, who was
staying in Noida, that he would
jump off from the window.

After hearing this his wife
immediately informed the
Gurugram police about the
incident over the phone.

Police said further action
will be initiated once they
receive any complaint from
the deceased’s family. The vic-
tim’s family will be reached in
Gurugram on Wednesday
morning.

“We are investigating the
matter and will also get more
inputs from his family. Further
investigations are being con-
ducted. The body has been kept
in the mortuary for an autop-
sy,” he said.
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Five States — Maharashtra,
Andhra Pradesh,

Karnataka, Tamil Nadu and
Uttar Pradesh — are reporting
over 500 deaths in a day, which
is over 65 per cent of the total
fatalities registered in the coun-
try in the past 24 hours. These
States have also accounted for
over half of the total COVID-
19 cases in the country even as
they registered close to 60 per
cent of the total recoveries
during the period.

Worst-hit Maharashtra
topped the list at 11,852 fol-
lowed by Andhra Pradesh
(10,004), Karnataka (6,495),
Tamil Nadu (5,956) and Uttar
Pradesh (4,782). Together they
account for 56 per cent of the
confirmed cases added in the
last 24 hours, a senior official
from the Union Health
Ministry.

Incidentally, Tamil Nadu,
Uttar Pradesh and Maharashtra
are the three States that are con-
tributing maximum to the
overall number of tests include
among others.   “These three
States account for nearly 34 per
cent of the total testing,  “ the
official added.

“These five states have
also reported the maximum

number of patients that were
cured and discharged in the last
24 hours, cumulatively
accounting for 58.04% of the
national figure of 65,081 per-
sons. While Maharashtra
reported recoveries of 11,158
patients, the corresponding
figures for Andhra Pradesh
and Karnataka stand at 8,772
and 7,238. Tamil Nadu follows
with 6,008, while Uttar Pradesh
posted recovery of 4,597
Covid-19 patients,  “ said the
official.

With a cumulative figure of
536 deaths in the last 24 hours,
the above mentioned five states
together account for 65.4 per
cent of the deaths added to the
national total (819).
Maharashtra has reported 184
deaths, Karnataka has added
113, followed by Tamil Nadu
(91), Andhra Pradesh (85) and
Uttar Pradesh (63).

Meanwhile, India’s cumu-
lative tests have crossed 4.3
crores today (4,33,24,834).
1,22,66,514 tests were done in
the last two weeks alone.
Moreover, States/UTs are pro-
gressively increasing their test-
ing capacity.

India’s per day testing
capacity has crossed 10 lakhs
tests, including 10,16,920 tests
conducted in the last 24 hours.
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Contrary to expectations
that the new stringent

Motor Vehicles Amendment
Act, implemented almost a
year ago, would lead to lessen-
ing road crash deaths in the
country, the numbers have
actually alarmingly increased—
from 1,52,780 deaths in 2018 to
1,54,732 deaths in 2019, which
is a 1.3 percent rise.

Concerned over this wor-
rying rise, reported by the
National Crime Records
Bureau (NCRB), a high-level
meeting has been convened by
the Ministry of Road Transport
and Highways to plug the loop-
holes. Ministry sources said the
increase in overall road fatali-
ties in last one year could be
due to the poor implementa-
tion of the new MV Act by the
States. 

The report on ‘Accidental
Deaths and Suicides in India
(ADSI)’ for the year 2019
released by NCRB marks a year
since the notification of the
Motor Vehicles Amendment
Act, 2019.

The NCRB report has also
highlighted that road traffic
injuries constitute the eighth
leading causes of death in
India. 

As per the ADSI, 1,54,732
people were killed and 4,39,262
people were injured in 4,37,396
road accidents in India in 2019.
The number of road accident
fatalities increased from
1,52,780 in 2018 to 1,54,732 in
2019.

During 2019, two wheelers
have accounted for maximum
fatal road accidents (58,747
deaths), contributing 38.0% of
total road accidental deaths,
followed by trucks/lorries

(22,637 deaths) (14.6%), cars
(21,196 deaths) (13.7%) and
buses (9,192 deaths) (5.9%).

Over speeding contributed
to 56% of the total road crash
deaths (86,241 deaths), fol-
lowed by dangerous or careless
driving, contributing to 27.5%
of total crash deaths (42,557
deaths).

The annual accident report
of 2019 also reveals that out of
the total 154,732 people killed
in road crash deaths in 2019, 65

percent were the youth of 18 to
45 years and children of 14
years age group involved in
road crash deaths were 2.6
percent.

Among the States, Uttar
Pradesh recorded the highest
road crash deaths with 23285
deaths (15% of total deaths in
2019) followed by Maharashtra
recording 14608 deaths (9.4%)
and Madhya Pradesh recording
11856 deaths (7.7%).

Additionally, in terms of

crashes - road accidents (67,228
cases) accounted for 97.3% of
total traffic accidents in 53
mega cities during 2019.
Chennai accounted for 10.2%
(6,871 out of 67,228 cases) of
total road accidents reported in
53 mega cities followed by
Delhi (8.0%) (5,349 cases).

Last year as per the new
MV Act hefty fines were levied
which accounted for an
increase in over 10 times of
existing offences but some of
the States protested the move
and are still to implement
them.

“On one hand India con-
tinues to see a rise in road crash
fatalities, and on the other

hand State Governments are
yet to fully implement the
Motor Vehicle (Amendment)
Act 2019, which was passed
with the intent of reducing road
crash deaths. 

The latest figures call for
introspection by all those
who’ve been resisting or oppos-
ing the implementation of the
new law,  “ said Piyush Tewari,
CEO and founder of 
Savelife Foundation, when
sought for his comments in this
regard.

Every year in India, around
1,50, 000 lives are lost in road
accidents alone according to
Road Transport and Highways
Ministry. 
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In a major feat, the ITBP
mountaineers of Sector Head

Quarter Shimla climbed 22,222
feet high Leo Pargil peak locat-
ed at International Boundary
(IB) in Himachal Pradesh.

Twelve members of the
16-member team climbed the
peak and it is the only suc-
cessful mountaineering expe-
dition in Northern India amid
the Covid-19 pandemic, offi-
cials said.

The leader of this chal-
lenging expedition was Deputy
Commandant Kuldeep Singh
and Deputy Leader was Deputy
Commandant Dharmendra .
Head Constable Pradeep Negi,
native of Chhitkul, the last
border village in Kinnaur,
climbed it a second time.

Negi has also climbed the
world’s largest mountain Mt
Everest twice.

Leo Pargil peak is consid-
ered one of the toughest and
technical peaks in India. This
snow-covered difficult peak is
located in remote Lahaul Spiti
district of Himachal 
Pradesh. 
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Public health experts from
three medical associations-

— Indian Public Health
Association, the Indian
Association of Preventive and
Social Medicine and the Indian
Association of Epidemiologists
— have written to Prime
Minister Narendra Modi sug-
gesting that schools and other
educational institutions should
be reopened in a graded man-
ner.

They have stated that the
closure has had a significant
impact on the teaching-learn-
ing system and mental health
of the children particularly of
lower socio-economic strata,
who do not have social capital
for alternatives like digital plat-
forms.

“It is time now to move
towards normalcy. The open-
ing of schools and other edu-
cational institutions could be
started in a graded manner.
There should be a pragmatic
approach, especially in areas
where a sufficient population
is already infected,  “ the
experts said.

The associations further
said that it must be assumed
that an effective vaccine
against the novel coronavirus
“would not be available in the
near future  “ and any false
sense of hope that this panacea
is just around the corner must
be avoided.

Twenty members of the
joint Covid-19 task force went
on to say that schools may be

opened with due safety mea-
sures with social distancing,
alternate work days and with
adequate surveillance even in
low infection areas.

“Sufficient evidence is
available that infected, young
children are at an extremely
low risk of developing mor-
bidity,  “ the public health
experts said.

They requested the
Government to discontinue
the imposition of lockdown as
a strategy to control the spread
of Coronavirus infection and
said that limited restrictions
should be imposed in epi-
demiologically-defined clus-
ters for short periods.

The three health associa-
tions said that even cluster
restrictions should be imposed
only after weighing its impact
on the livelihood of the pop-
ulation.

They added that creating
containment zones and aggres-
sive testing for Covid-19 offers
little advantage in large cities
where the infection has already
spread wide.   “The focus
should instead be on prevent-
ing deaths from Covid-19 and
not containing the infection.  “

The experts said that con-
tainment zones should be
revamped with a clear
roadmap and timelines for
periodic review by an expert
committee, with the aim to test
all suspects, isolate all  
infected individuals for prop-
er treatment and that they
should be de-contained in 14
days.
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The India Meteorological
Department (IMD) on

Tuesday said that India
received 27 per cent more rain-
fall than normal in August, the
fourth highest amount in the
last 120 years. This is due to
formation of five low pressure
areas in Bay of Bengal in
August which led to heavy to
moderate rainfall across India.

The August of 1926 saw 33
per cent more rainfall than nor-
mal, the highest precipitation
recorded so far in the month;
1976 recorded 28.4 per cent
more rainfall than normal,
while the August of 1973
recorded 27.8 per cent than
normal. This year saw 27 per
cent rainfall. 

The IMD  had predicted
that August was likely to receive
rainfall that is 97 per cent of the
LPA with an error margin of
plus/minus nine per cent. 

The overall rainfall record-
ed in India from June 1 to
August 31 was 9 per cent more
than normal. It has recorded
784.8 mm rainfall as against

the normal of 716.9 mm so far.
According to the IMD,

This is also one of the rainiest
months of August recorded.
“Rainfall recorded in August
2020 is the fourth highest in
the last 120 years and highest
in 44 years. August has record-
ed 27 per cent more rainfall
than normal,  “ IMD’s scientist
RK Jenamani said. The official
rainfall season in the country
is from June 1 to September 30.
Jenamani said five low pressure
areas formed over Bay of
Bengal brought heavy rains
over central and north India.
Of the five, four developed into
a well-marked low pressure
area.

In its forecast for August
last month, the IMD had pre-
dicted rainfall of 97 per cent of
the Long Period Average
(LPA) with an error margin of
plus or minus 9 per cent.
Monsoon in the range of 96-
104 per cent of the LPA is con-
sidered normal.

According to the IMD,
the first low pressure area
formed between August 4 and
10 off the Odisha coast. 
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The Central Reserve Police
Force (CRPF) has for the

first time appointed a female IPS
officer as the Inspector General
(IG) of the paramilitary’s sensi-
tive Srinagar Sector, one of the
most terror-hit areas in Jammu
and Kashmir.

The 1996-batch Telangana
cadre IPS officer Charu Sinha
will head the Srinagar Sector of
CRPF as the Inspector General.
She was earlier heading the
Jammu Sector.

Earlier, Sinha had worked as
IG of CRPF’s Bihar Sector and
had successfully led various
anti-Naxal operations in the
area of responsibility following
which she was transferred to

Jammu to head the Sector as IG.
On Monday, the CRPF

headquarters issued an order
assigning her the task to lead
the Srinagar Sector.

Director General of CRPF
AP Maheshwari headed the
Srinagar Sector as IG in 2005.
The Srinagar Sector started
functioning in 2005 but never
had a female officer to lead it.
This sector is engaged in anti-
terror operations in close con-
junction with the Indian Army
and Jammu and Kashmir
police.

The Srinagar Sector, locat-
ed at Brein Nishat, Srinagar has
operational jurisdiction over
three districts of Budgam,
Ganderbal and Srinagar as also
the Union Territory of Ladakh.
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Banda (UP): Thirty-two members of an extended fam-
ily living in the same locality have tested positive for
Covid.

Chief Medical Officer (CMO) N D Sharma said.
“Forty-four new patients of Covid-19 have been con-
firmed in the district on Monday evening, including 32
members of the same family living in Phuta Kuan local-
ity of Banda city.”

Since the family members live in different houses
as well as separate portions of the house, they have been
quarantined for now.

The CMO said that 807 infected patients have been
found so far in the district of which eight have died and
360 are still active. He said the remaining 439 have been
treated and discharged. IANS

Patna: The Rashtriya Janata Dal (RJD)
office here has been witnessing a huge rush
of ticket aspirants, ahead of the upcoming
Assembly elections in Bihar.

Kumar Rahul Singh, Bihar's RJD
General Secretary said: “We have asked
every aspiring candidate to submit the appli-
cation and resume at the party office. They
are coming in large numbers. Sometimes,
the figure touches the 600-mark. We are
receiving applications since the last 10 days
and the numbers are expected to go up in
the coming days.”

“The party has constituted a dedicated
team to analyse each bio-data. The process
of uploading the bio-data starts soon after
the ticket seekers submit it to the party's
state president Jagada Nand Singh. One
copy is sent to Tejashvi Yadav and another
goes to party chief Lalu Prasad Yadav,” Singh
said.

“We have ensured transparency in the
selection of candidates. After shortlisting the
names of the candidates, another team will
cross check the claims of the ticket seekers
on the ground by conducting a survey in
their respective constituencies,” the RJD
General Secretary said.

“As per the parameters, the party looks
at the popularity of the candidates, their
activeness in their constituencies, past

work for the party and on the social front,
number of people added recently through
digital methods,” Singh said.

Sanjiv Sahay, Spokesperson of the RJD,
pointed out that the large turnout of tick-
et seekers is also an indication of the RJD's
popularity in the state.

“We already have a staggering one crore
dedicated members and digital membership
is currently underway to add maximum
numbers of people in the party,” Sahay said.

Ram Nivas, a ticket seeker from
Benipatti constituency said: “I am associ-
ated with the party since the last 12 years
and digitally added 40,000 people in the
phase of corona. I have a team working
round the clock to add more and more peo-
ple. I came to Patna in the expectation of
a ticket.” The RJD alliance partner Congress
claims that 100 to 150 candidates are com-
ing every day seeking a ticket.

Madan Mohan Jha, the state president
of the Congress said: “We have parameters
similar to the RJD. Tickets will be given to
candidates having a good reputation, con-
duct and impressive popularity among
voters.”

“We will look at the strength of indi-
vidual candidates and the number of peo-
ple added by them digitally. It is important
in the time of corona,” Jha added. IANS

Lucknow: The Yogi Adityanath
government is planning to set
up a 'Toy City' along the
Yamuna Expressway in the
state.

The decision to speed up
the planning came a day after
Prime Minister Narendra Modi
batted for a local toy industry
in his radio programme “Mann
ki Baat'. Uttar Pradesh does not
have an established toy indus-
try as such though toys from
Jhansi have been included in
the “One District One Product'
scheme.

Additional Chief Secretary
MSME, Navneet Sehgal, said
that around 70 entrepreneurs
have shown interest in setting
up toy units in the state. “We
have even prepared a basic
draft proposal for the same and
are now working towards set-
ting up a toy city,” he said.

Sources said that the state
government would provide
subsidised land under the
MSME provisions and also
make arrangements for the
raw material needed for the toy

industry.
The toy industry in the

country is worth about Rs
10,000 crore and according to
the International Market
Analysis, Research and
Consulting Group, Indian par-
ticipation in the global toy
industry is merely 0.5 per cent.

In the Indian market, the
locally made toys account for
merely 12 per cent. The major-
ity of the toys are imported
from China and other coun-
tries.

Varanasi, which is Prime
Minister Narendra Modi's par-
liamentary constituency, is
known for its wooden toys that
have lost their sheen over the
years.

Dr Rajnikant, a Padma
Shri awardee who works for the
conservation and promotion of
traditional crafts, said, “Around
3,000 artisans, including crafts-
men and craftswomen, earn
their livelihood by making toys
out of wood in Varanasi.”

He said that the wooden
toys are exported to the US,

Russia, Latin American coun-
tries, European countries,
including Germany and Spain,
several South-East Asian coun-
tries and the Gulf.

The craftsmen, however,
feel that they lag behind when
it comes to the promotion and
advertising of their products.

Raghuveer, a toy maker,
said, “What we need is an
aggressive marketing policy to
popularise our toys. The gov-
ernment should lend a helping
hand because this cannot be
done on an individual basis.”

The local artisans make
traditional wooden toys,
including wooden utensils,
spinning top, small wooden
birds and animals. They also
carve many decorative items
out of wood. These are espe-
cially used on the occasions of
Shri Krishna Janmashtami and
Deepawali.  Lacquerware and
wooden toys made in 
Varanasi, Sonbhadra,
Chandauli and Mirzapur got
the Geographical Indication
(GI) tag in 2015. IANS
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With inadequate transport
and incessant downpour

the candidates appearing for the
JEE (Main) examinations on
Tuesday had a tough time to
reach their exam centres in
parts of Bengal.

This, notwithstanding the
fact that the State Government
had earlier directed the trans-
port authorities to ensure that
additional numbers of buses,
taxis and auto-rickshaws plied
on the road.

Students said they had to
brave heavy rain to reach their
examination centres from as far
as 200 km away to Kolkata and
Siliguri. Such was the situation
that a parent a daily wage earn-
er had to hire a motorcycle to
ferry his son 150 km from East
Midnapore to Kolkata. “I had

no other choice because it was
the question of my son’s
career… I cannot let him dig
earth like me,” said his father.

Others Aakash,, Dipanjan
and Anamika had to travel all
the way from Behrampore and
Malda to Kolkata and Siliguri
respectively shelling out huge
amount of cash because “we
could not find public transport.”

“Inside the halls they main-
tained good social distancing
and other norms but outside
our parents were allowed to
drench in the rain… the exams
could have been postponed,”
said one of the students who
traveled from Khardaha in
North 24 Parganas.

With August 31 being a
lockdown day and “we having
no relative in Kolkata we had to
travel 200 km from
Behrampore to Kolkata hiring

a private cab and shelling out Rs
8,000,” a candidate said adding
the NEET examines might get
a better deal as the Metro
Railways might be running
during their exams.

Meanwhile, with the Metro
Railways planning to restart its
services from September 8, the
transport travails of Kolkata
commuters may get mitigated
to a great extent. 

The Metro Railway author-
ities have written a letter to the
Bengal Government seeking a
meeting of senior officers to
work out the standard operat-
ing procedures the Metro
authorities said on Tuesday.

“We have written to the
State Government … in fact all
the three railways including
the Eastern Railways, and
South-Eastern Railways and
the Metro Railways have writ-

ten to the State Government
seeking a meeting to work out
an SoP following the corona
protocols,” Metro Railway
CPRO, Indrani Bandopadhyay
said adding “if all goes well then
we will be able to commence
our services from September 8.”

The Metro Railways have
already started making prepa-
rations like installation of san-
itizing kiosks besides disin-
fecting the carriages and the
platforms, the officer said
adding “following the directives
of the Union Government the
smart cards will be issued
instead of tokens in order to
maintain social distancing.”

Besides, seats will be
marked alternatively for the
passengers’ occupation. “This
means there will be social dis-
tancing in sitting arrangements
and passengers will be required

to spare one place to avoid per-
sonal contact. Apart from this
the number of trains running
will be limited and their timing
too will be curtailed,” she said
adding the trains will run from
Monday to Saturday and there
will be no train on Sunday.

Officials of the ER and
SER however would not give
any specific timing for running
the suburban local trains con-
sidered the lifelines of Kolkata.
“At present we are making
some plans and things will
beworked out after vivid dis-
cussions … at present propos-
als are there to run limited
trains and that too ‘galloping
ones’ --- such trains skip every
alternate stations,” the official
said adding the hawkers will be
debarred from entering the
station premises and the trains
for the time being.”
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The wish of sugarcane farmers has
been finally fulfilled. 13 crore rupees

have been received for farmers who are
yearning for the payment of arrears,
which will be deposited in the accounts
of the farmers from Monday. 

Due to non-payment in time, the
farmers were not interested in the sug-
arcane crop. This is the reason that the
area kept decreasing continuously.
Sugarcane acreage has been reduced by
almost half in the last five years. Along
with the payment, the sugar mill is also
being repaired. The next crushing ses-
sion will start running.

Aligarh's land is suitable for sugar-
cane production. Apart from the Saatha
sugar mill, Ladhaua mill was also oper-
ational, which is now closed. Good har-
vests and close proximity attracted
farmers to sugarcane. When the facili-
ties started to go away, the farmers
stopped taking interest in sugarcane. 
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These days there is continuous increase in the price
of pulses. All pulses are expensive including arhar,

moong, urad, lentils, gram, peas, etc. From whole-
sale market of Dhanipur Mandi to retail to consumer’s
homes, their rates are increased by 15 to 20 rupees
per Kg. The main reason behind this is the govern-
ment policies. 

Increasing farmer’s income, free gram distribu-
tion, import duty of 200 percent on pea imports, fre-
quent shortages in government agency NAFED’s
godown, unnecessary purchases during a lock-
down, and now floods have spiked their prices.
Forward trading is also adding inflation in pulses.
Currently, from Mahavirganj to any retail market,
pulses are getting expensive every week.

The Government of India hikes the support price
of pulses to achieve the goal of increasing the income
of farmers by one and a half times. Government agen-
cies have purchased pulses from farmers after
increasing the support price. In contrast, last year the
prices of gram were down due to which farmers and
big traders of stock faced a loss. The government had
purchased 19 lakh 50 thousand tons of pulses. 
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The difficulties of lock hardware manufacturers facing a
downturn in corona virus, have increased. The market

is 40-50 percent down. There is no order, raw material prices
have increased. Rates of other raw materials including iron
scrap, iron wire, brass blocks, brass scrap have increased by
8-10 percent. 

If you look at the price of brass scrap, it was �280 per kg
in March before the lockdown was �300 in early August, on
Monday the price was �330. Jhangat (Silli) was�270 per kg
before lockdown and in August it was �275 per kg. There is
a huge loss of 400 crores annually due to lack of demand in
lockdown.

Malting iron scrap is up by �6 per kg. The prices have
been increasing since July. In March it was �23 per kg, today
it is �29. Cutting seats coming from automobile companies
were �38 per kg in March, the price in July being �40.

Today they are �43 to �44 per kg. Fresh sheet was �41
per kg in March, �43 in July and �48 per kg today. An increase
of seven rupees per kg has been recorded on the black fresh
sheet.
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Former President of India Pranab Mukherjee
is no more with us, but his memories will

always remain. He has a strong connection with
AMU and visited AMU three times including
a one-night stay. He laid the foundation of the
University’s Murshidabad center in West
Bengal. He stamped Prof. Tariq Mansoor as the
Vice-Chancellor of AMU during his working
tenure.

Vice-Chancellor Prof. Tariq Mansoor said
that the political life of Bharat Ratan Pranab
Mukherjee has been more than 40 years, the
country has lost a cerebral and qualified par-
liamentarian. His last visit was during the bicen-
tennial birth celebration of Sir Syed Ahmed
Khan on October 17th, 2017. The AMU fra-
ternity is deeply saddened by his demise. Our
condolences are with his family.

The first visit of Pranab Mukherjee as a
Union Foreign Minister was on 10th March
2007 as a Chief Guest in the opening ceremo-
ny of Vice-Chancellor Nasim Ahmed’s tenure.
After this, he attached with AMU. 
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The Indian Army on  Tuesday
claimed Pakistan based different

terror groups are desperately trying
to infiltrate weapons into J&K for ter-
ror activities, with active connivance
of the Pakistan Army.

Senior Army officers, deployed
along the line of control in Kashmir
valley, also asserted robust surveil-
lance and Line of Control domina-
tion activities will continue to deny
all such misadventures.  

According to a statement issued
by the Indian Army, “a huge cache
of arms and ammunition were recov-
ered from well concealed locations
in two hideouts in Rampur Sector of
Baramulla during extensive search-
es between August 30-31”.    

“The searches in the area were
launched after alert troops of the
Indian army first detected movement
of  suspicious persons along the Line
of Control in Rampur Sector,
Baramulla district on August 30”. 

Briefing media a senior army
officer said, “The movement was
from a village close to the Line of
Control and the suspects crossed into
Indian territory. Due to terrain of
thick foliage and weather conditions
an alert of a likely infiltration attempt
was sounded”. 

“The surveillance grid was also
beefed up all across the area and

along the likely infiltration routes;
ambushes were sited to thwart any
attempt of infiltration. Surveillance
continued throughout the night.

According to the statement, “on
August 31  while the searches con-
tinued for around seven hours the
cache of arms were recovered  which
comprises of Five AK Series Rifles
(along with six magazines & two
sealed boxes with 1254 rounds of AK
ammunition), Six pistols (with nine
magazines & six rounds), Twenty-
one grenades, two UBGL grenades
and two Kenwood Radio sets with
one antenna”. 

Referring to the role of the
Pakistan army, a senior army officer
told reporters, “the suspected modus
operandi is to drop war like stores in
caches near the Line of Control, sub-
sequently OGWs or terrorists would
pick the same for further trans-
portation into the hinterland for ter-
ror activities”. 

According to the army officer
similar attempts were made on 22
July 20, when inputs were received
regarding likely weapon drop along
the Line of Control ahead of the anti-
infiltration fence. During the search
operation along the Line of Control
in Rampur Sector, Baramulla, 01
AKS-74U with magazines, 05 pistols
(one with Chinese markings) &
magazines, 24 grenades & other
warlike stores were recovered.
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Amid 'hullabaloo' by the several main-
stream Kashmiri politicians around 10

percent residents of Jammu & Kashmir
have been issued domicile certificates in
the last over two months.
Significantly,11398 West Pakistan
Refugees, 415 Valmiki community mem-
bers, 10 Gorkha community members and
12340 Registered Migrants have also been
issued Domicile Certificates much to the
chagrin of these 'valley centric' politicians.

As per the 2011 census, the total pop-
ulation of Jammu & Kashmir was around
1.25 crores. On Tuesday, spokesman of the
Jammu & Kashmir government Rohit
Kansal infomed, “ around 12.5 lakh domi-
cile certificates have been issued so far with
over 99 percent being erstwhile Permanent
Resident Certificate (PRC) holders”.

Addressing a press conference in
Srinagar, Rohit Kansal said that the process
of issuance of Domicile Certificates is pick-
ing up rapidly and certificate issuance is
being monitored regularly.

Kansal was flanked by Principal
Secretary and Financial Commissioner
Revenue, Dr Pawan Kotwal and Director
Information and Public Relations, Dr
Syed Sehrish Asgar.

“About 12.5 lakh Domicile Certificates
have been issued so far. Over 99% of those
issued certificates include erstwhile PRCs
or including Kashmiri Pandit migrants.
The process of issuance will be further
accelerated and the issuance will be mon-

itored to ensure that pendency is brought
down to the lowest,” Kansal informed.

Giving a background about the
Domicile Certificate procedure, he said
that the Government had notified the
Jammu and Kashmir Grant of Domicile
Certificate (Procedure) Rules, 2020, which
is the basic eligibility condition for appoint-
ment to any post under the Union
Territory of Jammu and Kashmir follow-
ing amendments in the Jammu and
Kashmir Civil Services (Decentralization
and Recruitment) Act, 2010.

Kansal reaffirmed that the rules pro-
vide a simple and time bound procedure
for the issuance of the Domicile Certificate
so that no one is put to any inconvenience,
besides there are provisions for time
bound issuance for certificates including
an Appellate Authority whose orders will
be binding as well as who has revisional
powers.

“The rules have a provision that appli-
cations for grant of Domicile Certificate
can be submitted either physically or elec-
tronically online. The Competent
Authority can also issue domicile certifi-
cate(s) electronically,” he said.

He also mentioned that the Permanent
Residents of the erstwhile State of J&K in
whose favour Permanent Resident
Certificate (PRC) has been issued by the
competent authority before October 31,
2019 shall be eligible for receiving their
Domicile Certificates on the basis of
PRCs alone and no other additional doc-
ument shall be required for such residents.
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As the Assembly polls close by in
Bihar, Deputy Chief Minister

Sushil Modi , while expressing con-
fidence of National Democratic
Alliance (NDA)'s victory, said on
Tuesday that no political party is in
a position to form a Government
alone in the State where 'alliance
politics' has become a reality.

Modi said BJP would win in the
State if it fights election together
with partners. “There is no illusions
about it”, he said 

The senior BJP leader claimed
the opposition grand alliance, led by
Rashtriya Janata Dal (RJD) and
known as 'Mahagathbandhan', was
nowhere in the fight against the
NDA. 

He said the NDA, under the
state leadership of Chief Minister
Nitish Kumar, would contest the
elections unitedly and form the gov-
ernment again.

“BJP , JDU  and RJD are major
triangular forces of Bihar politics
and alliance is the state's reality.
There should not be any miscon-
ception about it. Today, no political

party is in a situation to form a gov-
ernment of its own,” Modi said.

The tenure of the Bihar  assem-
bly is to end on November 29 and
the polls are likely to be held  in
October-November. 

Referring to the 2015 assembly
polls that the BJP had contested
alone and the 2014 Lok Sabha elec-
tions fought alone by JDU, Modi
said,  “The BJP has no misunder-
standing about its strength. We are
strong and we have an organisation,
but we will succeed only when we
fight together. The BJP's central
leadership is also not under any illu-
sion about it.” 

He said the alliance between the
BJP and JDU has been a smooth
affair since 1996 and it has provid-
ed good governance in the state with
robust coordination among alliance
partners.

“We will contest the next assem-
bly polls unitedly and succeed,”
Modi said. 

Asked about the alleged dis-
content among the NDA partners
with the JDU and the LJP  target-
ing each other , Modi hoped it
would be resolved. 
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In a major relief to Jose K Mani,
the Election Commission

(EC) has in a fractured judgment
held that his faction is the offi-
cial Kerala Congress (M) party
and is entitled to use its name
and official symbol “two leaves”.

The three-member
Commission pronounced its
judgement on Monday with 2:1
majority in the panel. Ashok
Lavasa, who vacated the office of
the Election Commissioner on
Monday to join the Asian
Development Bank, gave a dis-
sent order, saying that till the
time fresh affidavits of support
are not called in, neither of the
two factions can be recognised
as the Kerala Congress (M).

The order stated: “The
group led by Jose K Mani is the
Kerala Congress (Mani) and is
entitled to use its name and its
reserved symbol “Two Leaves,”
for the purposes of the Election
Symbols (Reservation and
Allotment) Order, 1968.” “On
the basis of the affidavits sub-
mitted in support of the
Petitioner and the Respondent
by the members of the
Legislative and Organizational
wing of the Party, it is clear that
four out of seven members of the

Legislative Wing support the fac-
tion led by the petitioner (Jose
K Mani).

“On the other hand, three
out of seven members of the
Legislative wing support the
faction led by the respondent
(Joseph). In the organizational
wing of the Party, that is the State
Committee of the Kerala
Congress (Mani), affidavits of
179 undisputed members have
been submitted in support of the
petitioner while affidavits of
122 undisputed members have
been submitted in support of the
respondent,” the order said.

Sources said that Lavasa
had flagged the issue of defi-
ciencies in the affidavits in the
first week of July based on a writ-
ten report by the EC's law
department. He was of the view
that while some members of the
party have given affidavits of
support to both the sides, some
of the affidavits were not clear on
the issue of support.

The decision came as a
huge setback to rival faction PJ
Joseph as he would be either
forced to toe the party line or
move out of the party. At the
same time, the EC order is
expected to create serious reper-
cussions in the United
Democratic Front (UDF) as

well.
The dispute in the party had

started between vice chairman
Jose and working chairman
Joseph following the death of
party chairman K M Mani last
year. The matter reached the poll
panel late last year and the last
hearing was held in February
this year.
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Retired 1984 batch IAS offi-
cer of Jharkhand cadre

Rajiv Kumar on Tuesday
assumed charge as the new
Election Commissioner, filling
the vacancy caused by Ashok
Lavasa moving to the Asian
Development Bank as vice
president. Kumar, who retired
as Union Finance Secretary in
February last after 36 years in
the IAS, will have a five-year
tenure and retire in 2025. He
will preside over the next Lok
Sabha polls in 2024. According
to rules, an election commis-
sioner has six years on the post
or till he turns 65, whichever is
earlier. Kumar was born in
February, 1960. 
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Hours after a speeding car
rammed into an eatery

near crawford Market in down-
town south Mumbai killing five
persons and injuring four oth-
ers, the Mumbai arrested a 46
year-old vehicle driver Syed
Sameer Ali alias Diggy, a known
history sheeter, in connection
with the shocking incident.  

At around 9 pm, five per-
sons were killed and four oth-
ers injured when a speeding car
ran over pedestrians before
ramming into the wall of Cafe
Janata at Crawford Market in
south Mumbai.

Four persons – Saroja
Naidu (65) Zubeda A. Khan
(60), Saira Banu (60) and
Mohammed Naeem (55), were
killed on the spot, while a seri-
ously injured person, Kamlesh

N. Singh, 21, who had been
admitted to the Sir J. J. Hospital,
succumbed here on Tuesday
morning.

The injured were Nadeem
Ansari (40) Mustakeen Shah
and Mohammed H. Jailnul (41)
who were employees at the
eatery. The car driver, identified
as Syed Sameer Ali alias Diggy,
who also sustained injuries,
was formally placed under arrest
in the early hours of Tuesday.

Diggy, who was behind the
wheels of Maruti Esteem,
allegedly lost control near the
Crawford Market and rammed
into the Café Janata where there
were several customers and
staffers at that time.

Disclosing that Diggy was a
history sheeter, the police said
that he was arrested in a fake
currency racket case in 1997/.
He was sentenced to five years

in jail in 2007, but later secured
bail. Along with him, his moth-
er Kartaj Banu, brother Syed
Mehraj Ali and brother-in-law
Sajid Shaikh were the co-
accused in that case.

In 1997, Diggy and Shaikh
had been booked in another
fake currency case registered by
the police in Jaisalmer,
Rajasthan. The case is current-
ly pending in a Special Court in
Jaipur.

Diggy was externed from
Mumbai city-district at least on
two occasions. He has multiple
complaints pending against him
at J. J. Marg and M. R. A. Marg
Police Stations. In addition, a
case under the Arms Act regis-
tered by the Mumbai p;olice
Crime Branch, in which either
he is the prime accused or co-
accused with other relatives
and associates, is pending.
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The idea of ending fratricidal tax com-
petition among States and creating a
common market in India across State
borders was mooted by the Bhairon

Singh Shekhawat Committee (1995). If sov-
ereign nations of Europe could do it, we could
do as well. So the Goods and Services Tax
(GST) was implemented from July 2017 with
the underlying vision of “one nation, one tax,
one nation, one market.” The States had agreed
to an all-India common slab for particular
items, thereby surrendering the power to tax
the items at a rate of their own choice.

GST changed the principle of indirect tax-
ation from originating/producing States to the
destination/consuming States. The benefit of
GST collection accruing to the State, where
the final sale takes place, was seen as a loss
by the producing States. The GST took so long
to materialise mainly because the States were
apprehensive not just about the loss of
power to tax but also of revenue. It was chal-
lenging to convince all the Governments to
agree to a common tax rate on a particular
item, superseding multiple Central/State/local
taxes like Central Excise Duty, Central Sales
Tax, Value Added Tax, Sales Tax, Purchase
Tax, Tax on Works Contracts, Entry Tax,
Octroi and so on, which were discontinued
and subsumed in GST.

To assuage the anxieties about potential
loss of revenue, a revenue protection guaran-
tee backed by law was agreed to. The revenue
to be protected is calculated by assuming 14
per cent per annum growth over the tax col-
lection in 2015-16 from the taxes subsumed
in the GST. Accordingly, the GST
(Compensation to States) Act, 2017 mandates
the Centre to levy a GST compensation cess
over and above the GST. The cess is at pre-
sent levied on certain luxury and sin goods
such as cigarettes and tobacco products, paan
masala, caffeinated beverages, high-end pas-
senger vehicles and so on. The guaranteed
compensation period is five years from the
commencement of GST (July 1, 2017).

In 2018-19, the Centre had collected
�4,57,535 crore as Central GST, �28,947 crore
as Integrated GST and �95,081 crore as GST
compensation cess. For 2019-20, the corre-
sponding figures (all provisional) are �496,699
crore, �9,186 crore and �95,551 crore. A total
amount of  �81,141 crore was released as com-
pensation to States in 2018-19 but the com-
pensation requirement for 2019-20 has near-
ly doubled to �1,65,000 crore. GST revenue
was already below target even before Covid-
19 and the pandemic is set to further
enhance the compensation requirement for
2020-21 and beyond. The States’ monthly pro-
tected revenue, which was �49,020 crore for
2018-19 and �55,882 crore for 2019-20, has
risen to �63,706 crore in 2020-21.

A prolonged lockdown, suspension of
train, metro and air services, and subsequent
behavioural changes are expected to serious-
ly dent demand for goods and services in var-
ious sectors, especially exports, tourism,
hospitality and outdoor entertainment.

Estimates of likely compression
of demand vary widely depend-
ing on the observer’s outlook,
pessimistic or optimistic.

The Government expects to
collect a total GST of over Rs
1,00,000 crore per month but
GST collections during April-July
have been �32,172 crore, �62,151
crore, �90,917 crore and �87,422
crore. In FY21, GST shortfall left
uncovered by existing compen-
sation cess is assessed to be
�2,35,000 crore. The scope for an
extraordinarily large increase in
GST compensation cess to cover
the whole GST revenue loss is
limited as it may adversely affect
sales.

When the States were given
a five-year revenue protection
guarantee in 2017 with an
assured 14 per cent increase, such
a large reduction in revenue
could not have been foreseen.
Hence, it can be argued that
Covid-19 is an “Act of God” and
the States should not insist on get-
ting fully compensated.

In the law of contracts, the
courts refuse to enforce a contract
when the performance becomes
“impossible” (Section 32 of the
Indian Contract Act, 1872). What
is impossible is open to judicial
interpretation. In the Tsakiroglou
vs Noblee Thorl case, defendants
had contracted to supply
Sudanese peanuts to Hamburg
but the Suez Canal was closed,
blocking the customary shipping
route (In July 1956, the Egyptian

government nationalised the
Canal earlier owned by UK and
France causing a crisis). The
defendants sought to renege on
supply commitment, citing the
canal closure. The House of
Lords held that peanuts could
have been transported via the

Cape of Good Hope, a four-time
longer alternative route. It would
have become commercially oner-
ous but not impossible! In the
Alopi Parshad & Sons, Ltd vs
Union of India case, the Supreme
Court did not allow a supplier of
ghee to wriggle out of his pre-war
contract merely because World
War II had upset his whole eco-
nomics. Increased commercial
difficulty did not amount to
impossibility to perform, the
court held.

Most contracts, therefore,
have a standard clause of “force
majeure” detailing extreme situ-
ations of war, natural calamities,
change of laws or other govern-
mental actions and so on. But the
compensation to States for GST
revenue shortfall is not part of any
contract and not amenable to
examination with the lens of
“force majeure.” It is basically a
legal commitment arising out of
a political settlement to arrive at
a common taxation framework
in a federal polity. The obligation
flows from an Act of Parliament.
The Parliament can very well
change, prospectively or retro-
spectively, or even scrap the
2017 Compensation Act. The
amended law can reduce 14 per
cent assured growth to a lower
level or introduce additional fis-
cal measures to compensate the
States. 

In the present circumstances,
a review of the 2017 Act could
theoretically be an option but that

can potentially re-open settled
issues on GST.

The financial interests of
the Centre and States are not
adversarial but closely inter-con-
nected. The States’ dependence
on Central financial support is
significant. Central transfers to
States constitute about 20 per cent
of total Central government
expenditure. In 2017-18, the
combined expenditure of Centre
and States was about �45 lakh
crore —�21 lakh crore by Centre
(including transfers to State gov-
ernments of �4 lakh crore) and
�28 lakh crore by the States
(including expenditure against
transfers from Centre of  �4 lakh
crore). States realise that the
Centre itself is facing financial
crunch and insisting on full GST
compensation as promised can
potentially mean cut in other dis-
cretionary Central assistance to
States if the Centre is asked to go
beyond compensation cess to
cover the shortfall.

On August 27, the GST
Council discussed the vexed
issue of compensation to States
for huge loss of GST revenue.
States have been given two
options to borrow additional
money. Borrowing is nothing but
deferred taxation. Today’s gov-
ernment borrowing is tomor-
row’s tax. May be tomorrow’s tax
will become tomorrow’s bor-
rowing and day after tomorrow’s
tax and so on. More than 20 per
cent of total government expen-
diture is financed through bor-
rowings. This is how the govern-
ments have been piling moun-
tains of debt and there is no vis-
ible exit from this trap, not in the
immediate future, certainly not
in crisis time. Crisis justifies
borrowings, to be repaid/serviced
in better times.

If GDP at factor cost (proxy
for total base of indirect taxes) is
assumed to be �160 lakh crore
and 60 per cent of this GDP pays
average GST of 15 per cent, then
the GST revenue should be �1.2
lakh crore per month, almost 10
per cent of GDP. The revenue
from taxes subsumed in the
GST was about six per cent of
GDP in 2016-17. Obviously,
GST revenue is below expecta-
tion and potential. Strong facili-
tation and anti-evasion mea-
sures can reduce the revenue loss
and concomitant compensation
requirements. 

The great federal bargain on
GST among governments is fac-
ing an acid test. The hard-won
political consensus needs to be
preserved and nurtured and no
cost is big enough to make GST
a grand success, by removing the
pending irritants, mostly on the
implementation side.

(The author is an IAAS offi-
cer, superannuated as Special
Secretary, Ministry of Commerce
and Industry)
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Sir — A headline on the CNN web-
site states, “Biden and Trump to duel
over race and violence”, and the
worry is that this is not fake news.
Any definition of duel mentions
opposing sides fighting each other,
and yes, they are from opposing
political parties, but there should be
no difference in their beliefs. The
definitions usually mention
weapons which we do not want to
see and honour which we do want
to see in this forthcoming duel.
Racism is wrong. Violence is wrong.
These two statements are so simple
that they really are just facts with-
out contradiction. 

We are going to see two old
men argue about topics that they
have not, fortunately, suffered and
may not really understand. One of
them is going to be the President of
the US and hopefully the chosen
one will work to stop racism and
violence. Let us unite in battle to
stop racism and violence once and
for all. If the President does that,
then his name will last longer in the
history of the US and the world than
the faces of the four Presidents on
Mount Rushmore. The US has suf-
fered enough, the African-
Americans and other races have suf-

fered enough. This must end now.
Sadly, these issues are being used to
polarise votes.

Dennis Fitzgerald
Melbourne, Australia

����������
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Sir — This refers to the editorial
‘Face-off again’ in The Pioneer,
September 1. In one swoop, Chinese

troops have undone whatever
progress was made during the bilat-
eral talks at the military and diplo-
matic levels in the past two-and-a-
half months. Amid the ongoing

stand-off in Eastern Ladakh, the
provocative action of the People’s
Liberation Army (PLA) on the
southern bank of the Pangong lake
is another brazen move to change
the status quo. Indian soldiers, who
have been in a heightened state of
vigil, took pre-emptive action to foil
the attempt. 

The development has again
exposed the hollowness of Chinese
assertions about maintaining peace
and tranquility in the border areas,
even as the Indian armed forces
have effectively exercised the carte
blanche given by the Government
to scuttle another misadventure
along the Line Of Actual Control.
India’s firmness has also been evi-
dent in the diplomatic arena, with
the Ministry of Defence withdraw-
ing from a multilateral war game to
be held in Russia later this month
because Chinese and Pakistani
troops are expected to participate.
Though China has reasserted that
the border issues should be delinked
from bilateral ties, India needs to
hold its ground and insist on com-
plete disengagement of troops as a
pre-condition for restoring all ties.

N Sadhasiva Reddy
Bengaluru
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We are moving from ‘Make in India’ to ‘Make
for the world’. But as every nation is already
on the brink with the pandemic, we are

faced with the critical question of the existence of
globalisation as we know it. Countries are looking
to bring supply chains back home as a measure to
increase economic resilience. At this point, India’s
position on self-reliance does not steer away from
multilateralism, rather embraces it. India holds a
strategic position to counteract the conservative and
unilateral mood pervasive in the global political
economy. Its position as a fast-growing Asian power
enables it to implement more equitable global rules
that can protect economic interests of other devel-
oping nations as well. At the recently-concluded 19th
Darbari Seth Memorial Lecture by TERI, External
Affairs Minister Dr S Jaishankar reiterated that as
India enters the United Nations Security Council
(UNSC) as an elected member in 2021, and joins
the troika of the G20 at almost the same time, “there
could be no better opportunity to work with all those
who recognise the benefits of multilateralism.” At
the same event, António Guterres, Secretary General
of the UN, emphasised on the necessity of taking
climate risks into account in all financial and poli-
cy decisions and furthering collective action. 

Some experts have argued that a retreat from
the multilateral trade order is likely to widen inequal-
ities between countries, virtually disable economies
of scale thereby making everything more expensive,
limit free mobility of goods and services, thereby
affecting employment and intensify geo-political ten-
sions, making it difficult for an already fragile glob-
al economy to recover. As more countries shift away
from this era of globalisation, it is crucial to prepare
for what takes its place. In this flailing global dis-
course, we explore the value that multilateral insti-
tutions (MLIs) and developmental banks stand to
add, especially for developing countries like ours.
In this context, we discuss three vital roles MLIs play.

Mobilisers of finance: One branch of MLIs
comprises Multilateral Developmental Banks
(MDBs), which help mobilise finance globally, par-
ticularly in fragile States and lower and upper mid-
dle-income countries. In the new world order that
countries are expected to enter in the post-COVID
scenario, the role of MDBs is crucial from three van-
tage points.

First, fast-emerging economies like India can
enable transformative action by achieving economies
of scale. The extent and potential of scalability of new
research in India and other developing countries is
very large. This has been evident in wide adoption
of technological innovation in vital sectors such as
clean energy, low carbon alternatives and even mod-
els of large-scale financing. In order to tap into this
potential, adequate finance must be mobilised to spur
investment required to achieve scale. Public finance
is argued to be one such driver of investment in
upcoming sectors. However, such finance is often
already stretched thin to be able to wholly mobilise
financial resources in newer avenues such as
hydrogen and wind and hydro-power among oth-
ers. In the past, MDB financing has enabled an irre-
versible transition to favourable technologies and
means of production. This source of financing will
be all the more crucial as countries start looking to
internalise supply chains. Second, catalysing private
finance. Investments by MDBs reduce risk percep-
tion, create conducive environment for private invest-

ment and lead to a lower cost of financ-
ing for newer sectors. In addition to these
financial gains, the presence of an MDB
also reduces policy risk, lack of credibil-
ity and minimises the problem of contract
enforcement. This in turn helps mobilise
further private interest. Investment in
renewables in India gained significantly
from investment by MDBs. In 2018,
MDBs reported mobilisation of over $69
billion of private finance in low and mid-
dle-income countries.

Third, enhancing institutional capac-
ity. MDBs help strengthen developmen-
tal policy to bring about institutional
reforms in key sectors. Such measures are
essential in building capacity and increas-
ing the scale of reach. For example,
financial assistance during the pandem-
ic has been crucial in such capacity
building in a variety of sectors ranging
from health to Small and Medium
Enterprises (SMEs). As economies recov-
er, MDB financing will be vital in reviv-
ing key productivity.

Tackling global externalities: One of
the fundamental purposes of the incep-
tion of MLIs has been to overcome mar-
ket failures. Climate change is the biggest
market failure that we are currently wit-
nessing. MLIs have been instrumental in
bringing together policymakers to take
collective action to safeguard against this
externality by enabling structural trans-
formations that bring about more sustain-
able economies. Institutions such as the
UN Framework Convention on Climate
Change (UNFCCC), Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), Green
Climate Fund (GCF), Adaptation Fund
(AF) and other global bodies play the crit-
ical role of mobilising technical resources,
knowledge and expertise from across the
world into the poorest and vulnerable
regions. Even if the global order transitions
into that of more conservative and closed
economies, climate change will remain an

externality necessitating collective solu-
tions. In such a scenario, support by MLIs
will be vital for local civil societies to carry
out research and evidence building. 

This is essential for three critical activ-
ities. First, continued ground-level
research on adapting to climate change.
Second, dissemination of new research,
which can be further scaled by multilat-
eral support. And third, increased com-
munity-based action to build resilience
which can support long-term sustainable
solutions. Climate-related disasters and the
associated chronic challenges that the
world is likely to face require the same
urgency as when dealing with the acute
health impacts of COVID-19. This neces-
sitates countries, the private sector and
civil societies to engage collectively. MLIs
can help achieve this with efficacy.

Global coalitions between govern-
ments and the private sector: Inter-
national multilateral agreements play an
important role in achieving both global
climate and sustainable development
goals. They play an important role in
nudging national policies to combat cli-
mate change and spurring sub-national
and non-State actors to action as well. This
was evident in the 2019 UN Climate
Summit, where major industries pledged
to reducing emissions. Several Indian
industry front-runners were also part of
the ‘Industry Transition Track’ led joint-
ly by the Indian Government and Sweden.
Multilateral agreements play a crucial role
in building new alliances and coalitions
as highlighted by the International Solar
Alliance and the Coalition for Disaster
Resilient Infrastructure. Such coalitions are
effective on both domestic and interna-
tional platforms. On a domestic scale,
these ensure a coordination of action
across developmental policy and climate
action. At the international level, it would
help in ensuring a continuum in real cli-
mate action. They can support coalitions

between governments to develop
favourable ecosystems which further
enable non-State action. 

It is evident that countries are mov-
ing towards more unilateral policy frame-
works. This has raised concerns if the
widespread conservative sentiment on
international policy and the precarious
global supply chain could mean a rever-
sal of what the Bretton Woods Agreement
sought to achieve in 1944.  One of the
most pressing global problems — climate-
related disasters — does not impact
countries and institutions in silos. These
impending and ongoing crises require
urgent attention and action. Countries,
private sector and civil societies, therefore,
must engage collectively. MLIs, by their
design and purpose, can help achieve this
effectively.

In this context MLIs can support three
interlinked activities: Mobilisation of
finance, streamlined action towards tack-
ling the biggest global externality and
engagement of State and non-State actors
to further climate action. These will hold
immense importance even as countries
choose to move into more unilateral and
autarkist policies. Enabling large-scale
finance to minimise carbon lock-in, cre-
ating conducive market conditions for
green investments and building resilience
through enhanced adaptation can be
achieved with the support of dedicated
MLIs. Their unique structure allows
them to disseminate knowledge, techni-
cal and financial resources from developed
countries for the benefit of emerging
economies and vulnerable communities.
India’s decision to not only rely on local
manufacturing but also multiply the scale
to meet global demands stands to gain
extensively from multilateral support.

(Mangotra is Associate Director, Earth
Sciences and Climate Change Division and
Ritu Ahuja is Research Associate, Centre
for Global Environment Research, TERI)
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The provision of safe water is
essential to protect humans
from waterborne diseases. Sadly,

more than 600 million Indians are fac-
ing high to extreme water stress and
75 per cent of households do not have
drinking water, according to the NITI
Aayog. At least 163 million people are
without access to treated piped water
and approximately 70 per cent of the
water supply is contaminated, result-
ing in nearly 2,00,000 deaths each year.
India ranks 120th out of 122 nations
in the water quality index.

This disproportionate water
access, especially in rural areas and
peri-urban slums, demands the cre-
ation of  drinking water security, espe-
cially for  women and girls who are
burdened with the responsibility of
collecting water for their families.

According to a report, Small Water
Enterprises: Transforming Women
from Water Carriers to Water
Entrepreneurs 2019, which was
released at the World Water Week
organised by the Stockholm
International Water Institute (SIWI)
in Stockholm, women collect as much
as 80 per cent of water consumed by
households, in addition to their other
responsibilities. 

The report has been prepared by
Safe Water Network India, an NGO
working with USAID. The report fur-
ther reveals that India has a dismal
gender empowerment record and is
currently ranked 108th out of 149
countries. Domestically, women are
grossly under-represented in the
Indian economy, comprising only 26
per cent of the workforce. It would be
pertinent to note that globally, women
spend over 200 million hours collect-
ing water daily.

Under the Jal Jeevan Mission
scheme, around 84.83 lakh rural
households were provided with tap
connections. Post the Corona unlock-
ing, around 45 lakh tap connections
have been provided so far. On an aver-
age, daily about one lakh households
are being provided with tap connec-

tions across the country. Although the
scheme promises piped water in every
rural household by 2024, unfortunate-
ly most of the water systems are rife
with operational issues due to poor
maintenance.  While the Government
has set itself a target of providing treat-
ed and safe 24x7 piped water supply
at 135 litres per capita per day (LPCD)
in the cities, its efforts are hampered
by raw water availability, a debilitat-
ed and old piped water supply infra-
structure and the inability to create
new infrastructure in slums.

The global decentralised water
market is expected to grow to $22 bil-
lion by the end of 2021. Most commu-
nity water players are currently
focussing on the drinking water mar-
ket as it represents the highest yield
per litre compared to other end-use
applications. According to Frost and
Sullivan, smart Internet of Things
(IoT) and digitised sustainable solu-
tions will be the two major growth dri-
vers in the water industry in the
future.

For 2020-21, a sum of �23,500
crore has been allocated for the
implementation of the Jal Jeevan
Mission. Under this scheme, rural
women will be trained to test water

quality, repair hand pumps and fix
broken taps. Women will also be
trained to test piped water for biolog-
ical and chemical contamination and
use field test kits to know the extent
of contamination. The Ministry of Jal
Shakti has tied up with the Pradhan
Mantri Kaushal Vikas Kendra for
skilling women so that they can par-
ticipate at all levels, starting from plan-
ning to implementation, manage-
ment, operation and maintenance of
the in-village water supply.

However, safe water is a collective
mission. We need to recognise the role
of Small Water Enterprises (SWEs),
decentralised water treatment plants
that provide 24x7 affordable safe
water, also called Water ATMs, as inte-
gral sources to mitigate the issue of
poor water quality while providing
affordable safe drinking and cooking
water reliably. We need to understand
that SWEs are cost-effective and can
provide customisable drinking water
solutions specifically at places where
flagship Government schemes such as
the Jal Jeevan Mission cannot reach or
are yet to reach.

Water is an integral part of our
lives and SWEs should be recognised
as a support to the Government. They

not only provide livelihood but also
save lives and contribute to the econ-
omy. The lockdown following the
Coronavirus outbreak has hugely
impacted operations of the SWEs
located in rural and urban India. The
inability to set up new plants, the
reduced consumer footfall, affected
distribution systems, delay in resolv-
ing technical issues due to restrictions
on movement, and the consequent
loss of revenue for local entrepreneurs
as well as on-cost recovery on oper-
ations are some of the major chal-
lenges faced by SWEs. 

Although, post-lockdown, footfall
has increased,  consumption has
reduced, leading to sustainability
challenges. Financial sustainability
has become the most important deter-
minant for the survival and scaling up
of SWEs as water is priced within cer-
tain socio-economic parameters to
reach all. 

Although there is a provision for
the private sector to invest in SWEs,
this brings its own set of challenges
such as delayed infrastructure deliv-
ery, complex institutional frameworks
with multiple regulatory authorities,
politicians offering free water leading
to lower probabilities of recovering

capital investment, and high operat-
ing costs. Reforms are required at the
policy and implementation levels.
There is an increasing need for holis-
tic collaboration with the Government
in terms of technology, monetary and
resource-sharing partnerships, single
window clearance and development of
an ecosystem. 

“There should be GST exemption
on equipment and water delivery
services for cost-effective operations.
Further, Corporate Social
Responsibility funds should be allo-
cated towards strengthening decen-
tralised community water systems,”
says Madhu Krishnamoorthy, Head of
Business Development, WaterHealth
India. The critical role of SWEs in pro-
viding access to water needs to be
acknowledged besides a sustained
campaign to spread awareness about
water reuse, recycling and conserva-
tion. The SWEs can make a lasting
social and economic impact by
improving health, creating jobs,
improving vocational skills and bring-
ing new technologies to bridge the
existing gaps in the water supply
chain.

(The writer is vice-president, Safe
Water Network)
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French satirical weekly
Charlie Hebdo, the target of

a massacre by Islamist gunmen
in 2015, said Tuesday it was
republishing hugely contro-
versial cartoons of the Prophet
Mohammed to mark the start
of the trial this week of alleged
accomplices in the attack.

“We will never lie down. We
will never give up,” its director
Laurent “Riss” Sourisseau wrote
in an editorial to go with the
republication of the cartoons in
its latest edition. Twelve people,
including some of France’s most
celebrated cartoonists, were
killed on January 7, 2015, when
brothers Said and Cherif
Kouachi went on a gun rampage
at the paper’s offices in Paris.

The perpetrators were
killed in the wake of the mas-
sacre but 14 alleged accom-
plices in the attacks, which also
targeted a Jewish supermarket,
will go on trial in Paris on
Wednesday. The cover of the

latest Charlie Hebdo issue
shows a dozen cartoons first
published by the Danish daily
Jyllands-Posten in 2005 — and
then reprinted by Charlie
Hebdo in 2006 — which
unleashed a storm of anger
across the Muslim world.

In the centre of the cover is
a cartoon of the prophet drawn
by its cartoonist Jean Cabut,
known as Cabu, who lost his
life in the massacre.

“All of this, just for that,” the
front-page headline says. Its
editorial team wrote that now
was the right time to republish
the cartoons, saying it was
“essential” as the trial opens.
“We have often been asked
since January 2015 to print
other caricatures of
Mohammed,” it said. “We have
always refused to do so, not
because it is prohibited — the
law allows us to do so — but
Sbecause there was a need for a
good reason to do it, a reason
which has meaning and which
brings something to the debate.”
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Representatives of Iran and
the world powers working to

save the nuclear deal with
Tehran agreed on Tuesday in
Vienna to do everything possi-
ble to preserve the landmark
2015 agreement in their first
meeting since the United States
announced a bid to restore
United Nations sanctions against
the Islamic Republic.

Helga Schmid, the
European Union representative
who chaired the meeting, said
afterwards on Twitter that the
“participants are united in
resolve to preserve the #IranDeal
and find a way to ensure full
implementation of the agree-
ment despite current challenges.”

Iranian representative
Abbas Araghchi did not com-
ment after the day of talks, but

ahead of the meeting said the US
move would “definitely be an
important discussion” topic with
delegates from France, Germany,
Britain, Russia and China.

President Donald Trump
pulled the US out of the so-
called Joint Comprehensive Plan
of Action unilaterally in 2018,
saying that it was a bad deal and
needed to be renegotiated.

The deal promises Iran
economic incentives in
exchange for curbs on its
nuclear program, but with the
reinstatement of American
sanctions, the other nations
have been struggling to provide
Iran the assistance it seeks.

Complicating the matter,
the US announced recently it
was triggering a 30-day process
to restore virtually all UN
sanctions on Iran, invoking a
“snapback” mechanism that is

part of the JCPOA agreement.
Washington’s argument is that
as an original participant it still
has that right, even though it
left the deal. 

Other signatories to the
JCPOA agreement have reject-
ed that argument, setting the
stage for a potential crisis in the
Security Council later this
month, with the U.S. claiming to
have re-imposed sanctions and
most of the rest of the world say-
ing the Trump administration’s
action is illegal and ignoring it. 

Chinese representative Fu
Cong told reporters after the
meeting that the member
countries all agreed that the
U.S. no longer has “the legal
ground or legal standing to
trigger snapback” and that in
China’s view Washington was
using it to “try to sabotage or
even kill the JCPOA.”
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The United States requires
India standing by its side

for the success of its strategy of
a free and open Indo-Pacific
region, a top American diplo-
mat said noting that the Quad
concept has helped New Delhi
find a place in the larger Indo-
Pacific theatre.

The new Indo-Pacific strat-
egy, which reflects the realities
of the modern world, is focused
around democracies, free mar-
kets and the values that India
and its people share with the
US and its people, Deputy
Secretary of State Stephen
Biegun said in his remarks at
the US-India Strategic Forum
during the third India US
Leadership Summit.

The summit was organised
by the US-India Strategic and
Partnership Forum.

“In order to make that suc-
cessful we have to tap into the

full scale of the region. That
includes the scale of economics,
the scale of security cooperation,
and that’s impossible to do
without India as a centerpiece of
the strategy,” Biegun said.

“So, as important as I’d like
to think the United States is to
this strategy, it’s not going to be
successful for us without India
also standing side by side,”
Biegun said.

Observing that India has
shown tremendous leadership
and interest in contributing to
the Indo-Pacific strategy that
the US is advancing, the diplo-
mat said New Delhi and
Washington have deepened
their security cooperation.

The two countries are in
the process of seeking an even
broader economic relation-
ship, including through some
dimensions of trade liberalisa-
tion, he said.

They are also working very
closely in the security sphere,

with India clearly indicating
recently an intention to invite
Australia to participate in the
Malabar naval exercises, which
will be a tremendous step for-
ward in ensuring the freedom
of passage and the security of
the seas in the Indo-Pacific, 
he added.

“So, in many ways, across
multiple dimensions, the US-
India relationship is con-
tributing to this, but also you
see it in the personal interac-
tions between Indian leaders
and American leaders.

“Those relationships have
formed across different ideo-
logical foundations and differ-
ent political parties over many,
many years. When you see
our leaders together, you can
tell that the wind is blowing in
this direction in both countries,
and that really will make us that
much more successful with
our strategies,” Biegun added.

Responding to a question,
the top American diplomat
said “the QUAD representing
United States, India, Australia
and Japan is a combination of
democracies and also illumi-
nates those four parties’ sense

of responsibility and willing-
ness to uphold the responsi-
bilities, to extend the benefits
of democracy, extend the ben-
efits of economic development,
and extend the benefits of
security throughout the region”.

“All four of us, of course,
are Pacific powers,” he said.

As India has grown and its
interests have grown, New
Delhi recognises that it cannot
be a passive player in how that
develops throughout the Indo-
Pacific, he added.

“So it’s a real coincidence of
a variety of factors that are
underpinned by that historic
shared value of democracy that
I think is really what illustrates
the Quad. The Quad isn’t exclu-
sive. I think there’s plenty of rea-
son to bring other countries into
this discussion as well,” he said.
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China on Tuesday declined
to provide details about the

detention of an Australian
journalist working as an anchor
for state TV who has been
detained for at least two weeks
without charge.

Cheng Lei, an anchor for
CGTN, China’s English-lan-
guage state broadcaster, has
been held since at least August
14 but Australian diplomats say
Beijing has given no reason for
her detention.

Her case is the latest to fray
relations between the two
countries which have with-
ered over trade, security con-
cerns about Chinese tech and
Canberra’s push for a probe
into the origins of the coron-
avirus pandemic. Cheng has
not been seen in public since
being held, although Australian
envoys in Beijing were able to
speak to her on August 27.

A foreign ministry
spokesperson in Beijing batted
away questions over the fate of
the China-born journalist, who
enjoyed a high profile as a busi-
ness news presenter on CGTN.

“I can’t give you any
specifics,” Hua Chunying told
reporters.
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Guess who is learning from
the debt enslavement of

Pakistan? It is none other than
Indias eastern neighbour-
Myanmar. After having noticed
how countries have been
honey-trapped by China
through its Belt and Road
Initiative (BRI), Myanmar is
holding back on sweet poison
promises by China.

India’s eastern neighbour
has begun to re-look at a num-
ber of projects under the China
Myanmar Economic Corridor
(CMEC), which at $100 billion
is much bigger than the
Chinese investment in Pakistan
at $64 billion. The CMEC
seeks to connect Yunnan
province of China to Mandalay
in central Myanmar and then
fork off to the Yangon New City
in the south and the

Kyaukphyu Special Economic
Zone in the west.

The Kyaukphyu port will
provide China with access to a
strategic location due to its pres-
ence on the Bay of Bengal coast.

Under the CMEC, which is
nearly 1,700-km long, China
plans to implement nearly 38
projects in Myanmar. Learning
from the experiences of other
countries, the latter has how-
ever, cleared only nine of these.
Myanmar has taken a number
of steps-stopping work on pro-
jects, setting-up commissions
to review projects, break-up the
bigger ones to make them
manageable and also invite
foreign consultants to partici-
pate in CMEC projects, crush-
ing the Chinese monopoly.

Interestingly, both-the gen-
erals as well as the political dis-
pensation in Myanmar-have
reached the conclusion that

Beijing cannot be relied upon
and the projects not only need
minute scrutiny but a reduction
in costs as well. The government
has also realized that projects
have to benefit the people of
Myanmar instead of the profi-
teering Chinese companies.

Towards this end,
Myanmar has already unrav-
elled the mammoth New
Yangon City project and is
now busy with finalizing an
international consultant to hire
a new developer instead of the
China Communications
Construction Company Ltd.
(CCCC), which has acquired a
dubious reputation in the exe-
cution of BRI projects global-
ly. The project was estimated to
cost $8 billion for developing a
completely new township on a
nearly 20,000-acre parcel of
land. If executed, the project
would have included five reset-

tlement areas, two bridges, an
industrial estate, commercial
areas, residential habitats as
well as the necessary infra-
structure for all this construc-
tion and development.

The fiscal size, the Chinese
partner, and the location of the
project unnerved Myanmar.
The location selected by the
Chinese was a flood-prone area
and Myanmar was not com-
fortable with the CCCC. The
size of the project deterred other
possible investors, due to which
Myanmar decided to split the
project into manageable por-
tions and reduce the quantum of
investment. Myanmarese offi-
cials now plan to make the pro-
ject transparent as well as hope
to invite international companies
by the end of the year.

Myanmar has deployed
many tools to water down
Chinese greed and reduce the

dragon’s interference.
In June this year, Myanmar

auditor general Maw Than
warned his government about
the high rates of interest
charged by China on loans as
compared to international
rates. Of its total debt of about
$10 billion, Myanmar owes $4
billion to China. He cautioned
parliamentarians: “The truth is
the loans from China come at
higher interest rates compared
to loans from financial institu-
tions like the World Bank or
the IMF. So, I would like to
remind the government min-
istries to be more restrained in
using Chinese loans.”

Myanmar is also taking a
critical look at a railway line
connecting its Muse township
with Mandalay in China. The
gargantuan $9 billion rail pro-
ject has not seen the green light
from Naypitaw as yet.
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Joe Biden accused President
Donald Trump of stoking

violence after a week of dead-
ly unrest catapulted law and
order to the top of the politi-
cal agenda barely two months
before the US election.

The stakes for Biden’s
speech in Pittsburgh, in the
swing state of Pennsylvania,
could not have been higher a
day before Trump heads to the
city of Kenosha, Wisconsin, to
deliver his dueling vision on the
upheaval.

Emerging from months of
Covid-19 travel restrictions,
Biden finds himself suddenly
on the defensive, mocked by
Trump as weak in the face of
events combining leftist anti-
racism protests, riots, deadly
shootings and right-wing vig-
ilante actions in Kenosha and
in Portland, Oregon.

With Trump exalting in the
shift of debate from his wide-
ly panned handling of the
coronavirus pandemic to his
favored theme of crime, Biden
risks losing the momentum
that has put him ahead in the
polls for the November 3 vote.

But the 77-year-old
Democrat punched back,
branding Trump’s presidency “a
toxic presence in our nation.”

“Fires are burning and we
have a president who fans the
flames rather than fighting the
flames,” Biden said.

“The incumbent president
is incapable of telling us the
truth, incapable of facing the
facts and incapable of healing.” 

While Trump has spent
much of the past week warning
voters they “won’t be safe” in
Biden’s America, the Democrat
sought to turn tables on the
Republican in his 22-minute
speech — delivered in a most-
ly empty hall due to coron-
avirus concerns — with the
question: “Do you really feel

safer under Donald Trump?”
Trump “can’t stop the vio-

lence, because for years he has
fomented it,” Biden charged.

Trump “may believe
mouthing the words ‘law and
order’ makes him strong, but
his failure to call on his own
supporters to stop acting as an
armed militia in this country
shows you how weak he is.”

Biden, who has been
accused by Republicans of
insufficiently denouncing vio-

lence by leftist anti-racism pro-
testers, tried to set this to rest.

“Looting is not protesting,
setting fires is not protesting,”
he said. “None of this is protest-
ing. It’s lawlessness, plain and
simple, and those who do it
should be prosecuted.”

At a White House Press
conference, Trump still com-
plained that Biden “mostly
seemed to blame the police 
and law enforcement,” not left-
ist radicals.
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President Donald Trump is
diving head-first into the

latest eruption in the nation’s
reckoning over racial injustice
with a trip Tuesday to Kenosha,
Wisconsin, over the objections
of local leaders.

The city has been riven by
protests since the Aug. 23
shooting  of Jacob Blake, a
Black man hit seven times in
the back by police. On the eve
of his visit, Trump defended a
teenage supporter accused of
fatally shooting two men in
Kenosha last week and accused
Democrat Joe Biden of siding
with “anarchists” and “rioters”
in the unrest. 

Wisconsin’s Democratic
governor, Tony Evers, who
deployed the National Guard to
quell demonstrations in
response to the Blake shooting,
pleaded with Trump to stay
away for fear of straining ten-
sions further. 

The White House said the
president was expected to meet
with law enforcement and 
tour “property affected by
recent riots.”

“I am concerned your pres-
ence will only hinder our heal-
ing,” Evers wrote in a letter to
Trump. “I am concerned your
presence will only delay our
work to overcome division and
move forward together.”

Trump, claiming the man-
tle of the “law and order” can-
didate, is offering himself as the
leader best positioned to keep
Americans safe. Biden, in turn,
has assailed him over the dead-
ly protests that have sprung up
on his watch.

Trump insisted his appear-
ance in Kenosha could
“increase enthusiasm” in
Wisconsin, perhaps the most
hotly contested battleground
state in the presidential race, as
the White House said he
“wants to visit hurting
Americans.” 
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Asserting that Beijing has
been picking up fights

right now virtually on every
front of its interest, a top
American diplomat on
Monday said the United States’s
strategy to counter it is to
push back against China in
every domain.

“Our strategy is to push
back against China in virtual-
ly every domain. We’re doing it
in the security area. We’re
doing it in terms of outsized
demands to claim sovereign
territory, whether it’s in the
Galwan Valley of India on the
India-Chinese border, or in
the South Pacific,” Deputy
Secretary of State Stephen
Biegun said during third India-
US Leadership Summit.

The summit was organised
by US India Strategic and
Partnership Forum (USISPF).

The Trump
Administration is also doing it
economically, he said.

“The President has led the
charge against the predatory
practices from the Chinese
economy and the Phase One
trade deal is just a first step in
that (direction), to be followed
by many others in the years

ahead to equalise and balance
the US-China economic rela-
tionship,” he said, during a
conversation with Richard
Verma, former US Ambassador
to India.

Underpinning all of that is
a demand for basic reciproci-
ty, he said.

“For a very long time, there
had been a desire to extend to
China special privileges and
benefits, and even the benefit of
the doubt among them, to bring
China into a more modern and
prosperous future,” he noted.

“Twenty years ago when
that initiative was launched in
earnest with China’s entry into
the World Trade Organization,
the bet by most policymakers
was that eventually, the weight
of the institutions that China
was joining would slowly redi-
rect the Chinese political system
and Chinese interests to a point
where China would become
much more invested in a rules-
based order...,” Biegun said.

He added that these rule
based-orders would at least
moderate the tendencies of
the Chinese government to
make it a better partner for
many around the world, even
if they do not make China a
true democracy.
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Domestic toymakers on
Tuesday welcomed Prime

Minister Narendra Modi’s call
for making the country a hub
for toy manufacturing, but
sought additional time to meet
certification norms.

Though the industry is
facing economic difficulties,
the All India Toys Federation
(AITF) - which represents toy
retailers, wholesalers and man-
ufacturers - said it would rise
above the challenges to achieve
the goal. “We are happy and
encouraged by Prime Minister
Narendra Modi speaking about
the toy industry. PM Modi said
India should become the glob-
al hub for toy manufacturing,
but it would take some more
time to achieve that,” AITF Vice
President Abdullah Sharif said
in a statement.The Indian toy
industry is currently strug-
gling with a large-scale slump
in demand and issues stem-
ming from economic uncer-
tainties amid the Covid-19
pandemic, the association said. 

It also sought more time
for toy companies to obtain
licence from the Bureau of

Indian Standards (BIS). 
“We also hope that the

government gives us some
more time to gain a certification
from the BIS, a requirement
from today, September 1. For
this, we need an additional 18-
24 months to ensure that all
micro, small, and medium toy
enterprises can rise to this chal-
lenge,” Sharif added.  According
to the association, from
September 1, all toy manufac-
turers and importers need a
licence from BIS. It said many
small and medium units, facing
a financial crunch, would not be
able to adhere to these stan-
dards right away. “We fear that
such measures can hinder PM
Modi’s vision, causing smaller
units to shut down. We’d be left
with only big MNCs, who will
sell expensive branded toys in
their store chains,” Sharif said.
“Very few domestic and near-
ly none of the foreign toy man-
ufacturers have been able to
apply for the required BIS cer-
tification, due to multiple claus-
es. The standards include qual-
ity requirements, the onus to set
up testing labs, and the process’s
time-consuming length,” the
statement said.

New Delhi: The Reserve Bank’s
new guidelines on current
account have made the foreign
banks jittery, as they will not be
able to garner nil-interest funds
from corporate in the name of
providing better services than
their domestic counterparts,
said a senior banker.

As per the latest RBI
guidelines, a bank opening a
dedicated current account of
any company with �50 crore or
more in debt must have at least
10 per cent loan exposure in
the concerned business entity.

Most foreign banks man-
age current accounts of corpo-
rate without providing any
loan to them. So far, foreign
banks used to manage the large
current accounts of India Inc
with virtually little or no expo-
sure, the senior executive of a
public sector bank said.

Lending used to come
from domestic banks but cur-
rent account management were
with foreign banks as they
promised better services and
other incentives, the banker
added.

Without having any liabil-
ity, another banker said, foreign
banks were managing large
current accounts where inter-
est outgo was nil but the latest
guideline from the Reserve
Bank of India will put a curb on
this practice.

Since public-sector banks
do the bulk of corporate lend-
ing, they stand to gain from
these guidelines on current
accounts.On August 6, the RBI
had observed that the checks
and balances put in place in the
existing framework for opening
current accounts are inade-
quate. PTI
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Telangana Chief Minister K
Chandrasekhar Rao on

Tuesday urged Prime Minister
Narendra Modi to drop the
proposal asking the states to go
for borrowingto meet theshort-
fall in the GST compensation
and said the Centre can itself
take up the entire financing.

In a letter to Modi, he also
claimed the Centre has taken a
unilateral decision to lower
the threshold limit of 14 per

cent for working out GST com-
pensation to ten per cent,
terming it as a matter of grave
concern.

He underlined the need
for strengthening cooperative
federalism in this crisis situa-
tion posed by the COVID-19
pandemic.

The Centre was abdicat-
ing its responsibility of fully
compensating states by taking
recourse to legal opinion, and
violated the provisions of the
GST Compensation Act by

parking the surpluses in the
Compensation Fund in its
Consolidated Fund instead of
parking them in the non-
lapsable Compensation Fund
in the Public Account, he said.

Taking into account the
compelling reasons mentioned
above, it is my earnest request
that the decision of asking the
states to meet the shortfall in
the compensation through bor-
rowings may be reversed, Rao
said.
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The rupee rallied 73 paise to
breach the 73-mark against

the US dollar on Tuesday, sup-
ported by liquidity-boosting
measures announced by the
RBI.  A weak greenback over-
seas and a positive trend in the
equity markets further sup-
ported the local currency, forex
traders said.At the interbank
forex market, the domestic
unit opened at 73.18 against the
US dollar and shuttled between
72.75 and 73.19.  

It finally finished at 72.87,
up 73 paise from its previous
close of 73.60.The dollar index,
which gauges the greenback’s
strength against a basket of six
currencies, was trading 0.25 per
cent lower at 91.91. The Reserve
Bank on Monday announced a
host of steps, including term
repo operations totalling �1
lakh crore in mid-September to
ease pressure on liquidity and
maintain congenial financial
conditions with a view to ensur-
ing sustainable recovery of eco-
nomic growth. 
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The Jammu and Kashmir
administration on Tuesday

withdrew the additional excise
duty of 50 per cent levied on
liquor after the outbreak of
Covid-19 as a new excise pol-
icy for the remainder of 2020-
2021 financial year came into
force in the Union Territory, a
senior Government officer said.

Excise Commissioner
Rajesh Kumar Shavan said the
new policy for the first time
provides for reservation of 12
per cent to six categories of
people, including ex-service-
men, those belonging weaker
sections and unemployed
youths, in  opening bars and
restaurants at tourist destina-
tions across the Union
Territory. “The additional 50
per cent excise duty on liquor
(which was levied in May),
commonly known as corona
tax, has been withdrawn from
today after the implementation
of the new excise policy,”
Shavan told reporters here.
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The CBDT has said the
income tax authorities can

share information with sched-
uled commercial banks, a move
that would ease the lenders’
hassle of deciding TDS
deductibility on various pay-
ments to their customers.

In a notification dated
August 31, the Central Board
of Direct Taxes (CBDT) includ-
ed ‘scheduled commercial
banks’, listed in the second
schedule of the Reserve Bank
of India Act, 1934, under
Section 138 of Income Tax
Act for sharing of information.

CBDT is the apex tax body
on personal income tax and
corporate tax.

Section 138 of the Income
Tax Act empowers income tax
authorities to share informa-
tion/ details of its taxpayers
with other agencies.

Nangia Andersen LLP
Partner Sandeep Jhunjhunwala
said the addition of these banks
in the list of bodies with which
the tax authorities can share
information received from the
taxpayers should ease a lot of
administrative hassles currently
faced by the banking industry
in the country.

“This addition to Section
138 of Income Tax Act would

surely ease the burden of
scheduled commercial banks
for deciding TDS deductibili-
ty on various payments to its
customers,” he said. The move
will especially help in cases
such as TDS under Section
194N, which requires multiple
income tax related information
and declaration from cus-
tomers making withdrawal,
Jhunjhunwala added.

New Delhi: The Swadeshi
Jagran Manch (SJM) on
Tuesday sought changes in the
proposed ‘Defence Acquisition
Procedure’ rules to limit ben-
efits available for an ‘Indian
vendor’ only to those having
majority ownership and control
with Indian resident citizens.

In a letter addressed to
Prime Minister Narendra
Modi, the economic wing of
the Rashtriya Swayamsevak
Sangh also sought his inter-
vention to ensure that foreign
entities do not get any advan-
tage over entities owned and
promoted by Indian resident
citizens, simply by getting reg-

istered in India. “We are
of the considered opinion that
procurement from companies
registered in India, where
majority shareholding is that of
foreigners, is no different from
imports,” SJM co-convener
Ashwani Mahajan said in the
letter.

Applauding the govern-
ment’s decision to ban import
of 101 weapons and platforms
in a staggered manner,
Mahajan said a foreign entity
can get registered in India or
buy majority stake in an Indian
firm as up to 74 per cent FDI
is allowed in defence under the
automatic route. PTI
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The Covid-19-induced
shrinking of economic

activity for the past few months
has continued to have an
impact on the government’s tax
collections with revenue under
the Goods and Services Tax
(GST)falling far below the psy-
chological level of �1 lakh
crore to �86,449 crore in
August.This is second consec-
utive month of a fall in GST
collections after the number
crossed over �90,000 crore in
June.

The August collection,
which is 88 per cent of last
year’s number, is however, a
recovery from the months of
April and May when the
Covid-induced lockdowns and
severe disruptions in econom-
ic activities, resulting in GST
collections nose-diving to all
time low levels.

The GST collection for the
month of April was �32,294
crore which was a mere 28 per

cent of the revenue collected
during the same month last
year and for May was �62,009
crore, which was 62 per cent of
the revenue collected during
the same month last year.

Only in June, GST collec-
tions recovered to touch
�90,917 crore. However, they
again fell to �87,422 crore in
July, before falling further in
August.

“The revenues for the
month are 88 per cent of the
GST revenues in the same
month last year.

It may also be noted that
the taxpayers with a turnover
less than �5 crore continue to
enjoy relaxation in filing of
returns till September,” the
Finance Ministry said in a
statement, justifying the
month-on-month fall in col-
lections. Out of the total GST
collection of �86,449 crore for
August, the CGST was �15,906
crore, and the SGST was �
21,064 crore, an official state-
ment said.
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The relatively shorter time-
frame granted to telcos for

payment of AGR dues will
exert additional pressure on the
cash flows, necessitates “size-
able” ARPU hike, and may have
longstanding impact on indus-
try structure, ICRA said on
Tuesday.

The Supreme Court has
granted 10 years to telecom
firms such as Vodafone Idea
and Bharti Airtel for paying the
Adjusted Gross Revenue
(AGR)-related dues to the
Department of
Telecommunications (DoT)
with certain conditions.

The apex court asked tel-
cos to pay 10 per cent 
of the AGR-related dues by
March 31, 2021.

“The proposed payment
pattern adds to the burden of
the industry which was already
saddled with elevated debt lev-

els,” ICRA said in a statement.
Noting that the Telecom

Department had proposed 20
year duration for payment of
dues, ICRA said that the rela-
tively shorter payment time-
frame of 10 years that has
been granted to telcos “exerts
additional pressure on the cash
flows and necessitates sizeable
ARPU (Average Revenue 
Per User) increase and can have
an impact on the industry
structure”.

Ankit Jain, Assistant Vice
President, Corporate Ratings,
ICRA, said it would also leave
limited room for network
capex and expansion, espe-
cially for the relatively weaker
player.

“Assuming these payment
terms are implemented on the
balance amount to be paid, the
telcos will have to shell out an
amount of �9,000 crore by
March 31, 2021 as upfront
payment, followed by 10-annu-

al instalments of 
around �12,000 crore at 8 per
cent rate of interest starting
February 2022 till February
2031,” Jain said.

These dues arose after the
Supreme Court, in October last
year, upheld the government’s
position on including revenue
from non-core businesses in
calculating the annual AGR of
telecom companies, a share of
which is paid as licence and
spectrum fee to the exche-
quer. ICRA said the telecom
industry, after witnessing a
turbulent phase with intense
competition and pricing pres-
sures, was on a path to recov-
ery.

Telecom operators
announced substantial tariff
hikes in December 2019, which
along with moderation in
capex intensity and deleverag-
ing initiatives pointed towards
“greenshoots of recovery” in
the sector that was expected to

result in expansion in cash flow
generation.

“The tariff hikes have led to
restoration of pricing power to
the telcos and aided improve-
ment in the operating metrics
of the industry with growth in
revenues and profit margins,”
ICRA said.

It further said that the
industry has been saddled with
elevated debt levels amid con-
sistently high capex require-
ments.As per ICRA estimates,
the debt as on March 31, 2019
stood at �5 lakh crore, which
declined to Rs 4.4 lakh crore as
on March 31, 2020 after a
series of deleveraging mea-
sures undertaken by private tel-
cos during FY2020.

“Moreover, despite the
improvement in cash flow and
moderation in capex intensity,
the debt is further expected to
increase to �4.6 lakh crore as on
March 31, 2021 owing to addi-
tion of AGR dues,” it said.
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Moody’s Investors Service
on Tuesday said India

will be among the large emerg-
ing market sovereigns to have
highest debt burden by 2021.

The coronavirus pandem-
ic-induced deterioration in
growth and fiscal dynamics will
leave most large emerging mar-
ket sovereigns with higher debt
burdens over the next few
years, it said.

We expect Government
debt in the large emerging
market sovereigns to rise by
almost 10 percentage points of
GDP on average by the end of
2021 from 2019 levels, driven
primarily by wider primary
deficits, although some are
likely to see higher interest pay-
ments contributing to higher
debt, Moody’s said.

“Debt burdens in Brazil,
India and South Africa will rise
to among the highest across the
large emerging market sover-
eigns by 2021,” Moody’s said.

The US-based rating
agency said medium-term

growth and fiscal challenges
pose downside risks as some of
these nations face economic
risks and potential revenue
shortfalls beyond the immedi-
ate shock, given their exposure
to commodities, tourism and
generally sectors exposed to
lasting changes in behaviours,
weak global demand and per-
sistently weaker productivity
growth.

“Fragile financial systems
and/or contingent liabilities
compound this risk for India,
Mexico, South Africa and
Turkey,” Moody’s noted.

It further said in India,
increased stress within the
financial system, among banks

and non-bank financial com-
panies, raises contingent lia-
bility risks to the sovereign.

“Despite steps toward the
resolution of high non-per-
forming loans, the banking
system continues to suffer from
weak asset quality, and low
loan-loss coverage and capital
adequacy. This is especially
the case for state-owned banks,
which account for around 70
per cent of total banking sys-
tem assets,” the agency said.

Lingering fragilities in the
sector are likely to be com-
pounded by a prolonged peri-
od of subdued economic activ-
ity compared to pre-coron-
avirus levels, it added. 
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India’s manufacturing sector
activity re-entered the growth

territory in August, driven by
a rebound in production vol-
umes and new work, amid an
improvement in customer
demand following the resump-
tion of business operations, a
monthly survey showed on
Tuesday.

The headline seasonally
adjusted IHS Markit India
Manufacturing Purchasing
Managers’ Index (PMI) rose
from 46 in July to 52 in August,
signalling an improvement in
operating conditions across
the manufacturing sector fol-
lowing four consecutive
months of contraction.

In April, the index had
slipped into contraction mode,
after remaining in the growth
territory for 32 consecutive
months. In PMI parlance, a
print above 50 means expan-
sion, while a score below that

denotes contraction.
“August data highlighted

positive developments in the
health of the Indian manufac-
turing sector, signalling moves
towards a recovery from the
second quarter downturn. The
pick-up in demand from
domestic markets gave rise to
upturns in production and
input buying,” Shreeya Patel,
Economist at IHS Markit, said.

Despite an expansion in
new orders, job shedding con-
tinued in the Indian manufac-
turing sector. The relocation of
employees following COVID-
19 pandemic was often linked
to the reduction in staffing
numbers. “However, not all
was positive in August, deliv-
ery times lengthened to anoth-
er marked rate amid ongoing
COVID-19 disruption.
Meanwhile, employment con-
tinued to fall despite signs of
capacity pressures, as firms
struggled to find suitable work-
ers,” Patel said.
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Shares of Vodafone Idea on
Tuesday tumbled nearly 13

per cent, while those of Bharti
Airtel rose more than 6 per
cent after the Supreme Court
granted 10 years to telecom
firms for paying the AGR-
related dues to the Department
of Telecommunications (DoT)
with certain conditions.
Vodafone Idea shares tanked
12.76 per cent to close at �8.89
apiece on BSE. During the day,
it plummeted 24.53 per cent to
�7.69.The stock went into a
tailspin after the order, erasing
all its early gains. Shares of
Bharti Airtel, however, jumped
6.38 per cent to settle at
�546.75. 
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The legal profession in India has
undergone a strategic and sig-
nificant transformation over the

last few decades.  It has emerged as one
of the most lucrative career option for
several young minds of our country
because of the kind of options it pro-
vides to the students.  It is also consid-
ered as one of the most respectable
career option in India.  Conventionally,
a law degree was meant for a person
who wanted to adorn the black gown
and walk in the corridors of the courts.  

However, with the focused five-year
integrated curriculum in place, the
career options have diversified and it is
no more a career choice that ends in a
court room with a litigation.  One of the
major diversification was the career as
General Counsels or the Chief Legal
Officer of a Company.  This is indeed
an aspirational profile for many. 

A General Counsel oversees the
overall legal compliance of a company
and ensures that all the departments of
a company is safe from legal issues
including having better corporate gov-
ernance.  Another important focused
area of practice for law professionals is
becoming a solicitor (lawyers who
give advice to the client generally) in a
law firm.  

Present day law programmes are
crafted in such a way that it provides

the knowledge, skills and attitude to the
GEN Z professionals to choose alternate
careers in law other than the aforesaid
three primary career options, i.e. liti-
gation, solicitor and general coun-
sel/retainer in a firm.

Some of the exciting non-conven-
tional career options for law graduates
could be as follows:

Licensed Conveyancer: A licensed
conveyancer is a property law special-
ist who helps clients in their property
related contracts. With the new Real
Estate Regulator RERA in place, this
practice has emerged to an excellent
option for young professionals.  This
career would involve handling matters
relating to RERA approval, handling
consumer issues, contract with clients,
environmental clearances, and ulti-
mately handling any litigation/alternate
dispute resolution for their clients.

Legal writer and content creator:
If you enjoy writing then you can prob-
ably combine it with your education
and become either a legal writer or a
content creator.  You can educate peo-
ple who don’t have access to legal
knowledge, educating them about laws
that apply to them, their civil rights,
their legal compliance obligations is
both a rewarding and an exciting
career option.  A plenty of startups can
be found around this area of work, even

to the extent of virtual law schools.
Law and Policy Research: A good

legal regime requires a lot of policy
papers to be discussed and thrashed in
the public domain.  This is again a great
area to work and success stories like
Vidhi Center for Legal Policy, Center
for Law and Policy Research and
Bridge Policy Think tank,  are some
case in point.  If you enjoy brain-
storming and love seeing your ideas into
action, this is your calling.

Faculty of Law: One would relate,
how important it is to have passion-
ate teachers, and more so in the law
school.  Teaching at a law school is an
excellent career option, if you enjoy
being in the class and influence the
young minds of the future and create
future law professionals.  I like this
career the most as you would notice
being working in Government as
Deputy Director (Law), the charm of
being among energetic lot found me
here.

Insolvency Professionals: With
the IBC 2016 in place, it has opened
a flood of opportunities for insolven-
cy professionals who would take care
of the corporate insolvencies and
manage the winding up of a firm.  Not
only this, with the notification of the
individual bankruptcy law, it is expect-
ed that more number of legal profes-

sionals would be required in Debt
Recovery Tribunals.

Mediators and Conciliators:
Alternate dispute resolution is emerg-
ing like a very important branch of
practice for law professionals.
Arbitration practice has been there for
a quite some time, but over the law few
years focus is on having mediation and
conciliation as an important area of
practice.  Pre-litigation mediation is
being mandated in commercial dis-
putes.  Even the company law and con-
sumer protection law provides for the
same.  This is indeed a great career
option for GEN Z professionals.

Legal startup: There are many stu-
dents who come from a business
family and want to have their own ven-
ture.  They want to build their career
as employer rather than employee.
Armed with the law degree, opening
up a startup is another great option.

IPR attorney: Intellectual prop-
erty lawyers are a class in themselves.
Be it a trademark, copyright, patent or
a geographical indication practition-
er.  There are a plenty of opportuni-
ties around this corner.

Law provides maximum options
to a GEN Z graduate to soar high and
achieve their dreams whatever area
they are thinking of.
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Dr Ramesh Pokhriyal ‘Nishank’,

Minister of Education inaugu-
rated an International Webinar on
National Education Policy (NEP)
2020, organised by KIIT Deemed to
be University on August 28, 2020.
The inaugural session of the three-
day webinar was also graced by Dr
Achyuta Samanta, Founder, KIIT &
KISS; Prof Anil D Sahasrabudhe,
Chairman, AICTE; Prof D P Singh,
Chairman, UGC; Amitabh Kant,
CEO, NITI Aayog; Dr Pankaj Mittal,
Secretary-General, AIU; Prof Ved
Prakash, Chancellor, KIIT DU; Prof
Hrushikesha Mohanty, Vice
Chancellor, KIIT-DU; Prof TV
Kattimani, Vice Chancellor, Central
Tribal University; and Prof Sasmita

Samanta, Pro-Vice Chancellor, KIIT-
DU. 

This is the first of its kind meet
on the NEP 2020, bringing 30000 stu-
dents, Vice Chancellors, policymak-
ers and intellectuals from 50 coun-
tries on a common platform. 

Inaugurating the webinar, Dr RP
Nishank said: “The NEP 2020 is a stu-
dent-centric policy and reflects
dreams and aspirations of the people
as it has been framed following
wide-ranging consultations.
Provisions for early childhood edu-
cation, emphasis on mother-tongue
based childhood education; focus on
skills, credit bank and multiple entry
and exits are some of the important
features of the policy.”
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On August 31, 2020
Hamid Ahmed

has been appointed as
Chancellor of Jamia
Hamdard, a Deemed
to be University. 

Hamid Ahmed is
an eminent business
personality based in
New Delhi. He cur-
rently serves as the
Chief Executive
Officer and Trustee of
Hamdard Laboratories
India — Foods
Division. In addition,
he has served as

Secretary, Hamdard
National Foundation
(India) since 2017. 

On the occasion,
Ahmed said: “I am
thankful to Hamdard
National Foundation
(India) – HECA for
placing trust in me as
Chancellor of Jamia
Hamdard, a universi-
ty founded and nur-
tured by my grandfa-
ther, late Hakeem
Abdul Hameed. It will
be my endeavour to
take it to be among the
top five universities in
the country.” 

Advancements in technology have enabled
humans to perform any task in just one

click and have simplified ways of doing
tasks.We are all becoming increasingly tech-
dependent nowadays.Technology-driven
electronic gadgets, be it laptops, computers
or mobiles, all help to get the job done faster
and better. Whether we are at office, school
or at home, these gadgets make our life effi-
cient and easier. But have you ever wondered
how these electronic devices execute the
commands given by the user? It’s due to the
microprocessor built in them. Let’s learn
about this key component, its usage across
various industries and the career opportu-
nities in this field.

Microprocessor & its design: A micro-
processor is the central unit of a computer
system which is responsible for processing
unique sets of logical and computational
instructions. It performs arithmetic and log-
ical operations that include addition, sub-
traction, inter process and device commu-

nication and input/output management. It
accepts binary data as input, processes it and
then produce the output based on the
instructions given to it. A microprocessor
incorporates the function of Central
Processing Unit on a single Integrated
Circuit (IC), also referred as semiconductor
chip or microchip. If we talk about its design,
then it comprise of an integrated circuit that
consist of millions of small components such
as transistors, diodes, resistors and capaci-
tors, which work together.

Devices which contain microproces-
sors: From smart home devices to the
machineries used to control aircrafts and rail-
roads, microprocessors are now used in
almost every device. Apart from desktops,
laptops and mobiles, the devices that con-
tain microprocessors are washing machines,
dishwashers, microwaves, gaming console,
self-driving cars, central heating systems,
refrigerators, HD televisions, external secu-
rity lights and burglar alarm system.

Industrial applications of micro-
processors: In addition to the general pur-
pose applications, microprocessors are also
used in various special purpose applications
which include cars, planes, elevators, gaso-
line pumps, heavy machinery, high-tech
medical devices, traffic control devices,
navigation systems, and security surveillance
systems.

Microprocessor market size: Given
the growing use of microprocessors in the
field of consumer electronics such as desk-
tops, laptops, mobile phones, the market size
of microprocessors will witness an upsurge
in demand at the global level. The global
market size of microprocessors was estimated
at 83.3 billion USD in 2019 and is expected
to rise at a CAGR of 4.1 per cent from 2020
to 2027.

Future demand of microprocessor
design engineer: In the coming time the
demand of electronic devices with various
advanced technologies will grow, which in

turn will create huge opportunities for the
candidates as a Microprocessor Design
Engineer. Microprocessors or integrated
chips (ICs) are used in almost every elec-
tronic device to enhance the overall perfor-
mance of that device. Looking at the great
future prospects in this field, Electronics
Sector Skills Council of India (ESSCI)
formed under the Ministry of Skill
Development and Entrepreneurship and
National Skill Development Corporation, is
planning to skill youth in this emerging job
role with the help of private institutes and
its training partners present across India.

Role of microprocessor design engi-
neer: The role of Microprocessor Design
Engineer is to design a key component of
computer hardware, i.e., the next generation
silicon semiconductors. This job is one of the
most challenging and interesting jobs in the
industry. It takes several years for many
microprocessor engineers to complete a
design. They have to work round the clock
to complete their projects in a given time
period.The design engineer has to use its
computer and electrical expertise to design
integrated circuits for various applications.

Educational qualifications: In order to
get your foot in the door of this industry, the
candidate must be a graduate from the reput-
ed engineering college and have advanced
degrees in electrical and computer engi-
neering. You can lay the foundation of your
career in chip design by working as an intern
in any of the big-name chip maker compa-
ny. Having hands-on experience on making
chip designs will improve your skill sets,
which will definitely add a value to your port-
folio.

Career outlook: The  Government is
seeking solutions to make the country a hub
for electronics manufacturing. The
Government wants to build a homegrown
semiconductor design ecosystem to support
the local mass of talent in the best possible
way.

If the country soon develops the abili-
ty to indigenously design the silicon chips,
it will surely create immense job opportu-
nities for youth in this field.
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In a bid to re-connect millions
of its alumni working world -

wide, IP University has launched
a dedicated Alumni Portal here
September 1, 2020.

At the online launching cer-
emony of the portal, the vice
chancellor of the university Prof
Mahesh Verma said that it is a
mile stone for the university.
Creating a engaged and support-
ive alumni network through this
portal will prove to be crucial to
the success of the university. The
alumni are very precious to us. If
communication stops once grad-

uates leave the university, their
understanding of the university
will become stale. Instead, they
should be kept in forward so they
can remain engaged and keep
abreast on the progress of the uni-
versity.  There is no doubt that
good alumni relationships bring
many benefits to both the uni-
versity and the alumni, opined the
vice chancellor.

It will provide help and sup-
port to the students at various
stages   ranging from their stay in
the university and even after
pass out, he added.

The link of the portal has
been placed prominently on the

home page of the university. The
portal can be downloaded as a
mobile app on both android and
ios smart mobile phones easily. 

It has all the salient features
of a standard alumni portal like
search option of alumni across
programmes and batches, dis-
tinguished alumni list, available
job options being provided by
alumni, events, news, network-
ing, professional development
option and option to engage in
meaningful way. The log in/sign
up option is available to all 12
university schools of the univer-
sity on the portal through
Linkedin, Facebook, Google and

E-mail. 
It is basically a platform for

the IPU alumni from all over the
world to come together in this
virtual world to network,
exchange ideas, share insights,
update their particulars, men-
toring, personal & professional
development opportunities and
success stories. 

The portal has been devel-
oped by Alumni Connect with
major contribution by an alum-
nus of the University School of
Information and
Communication Technology
(USICT) of the  university, Arup
Ghosal. 
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The JEE (Main) 2020 Paper-
2 for those aspiring for for

BArch /BPlanning was held on
September 1, 2020 ( first day
for JEE Main exam scheduled
for September1 to September
6,2020). 

Analysis of BArch Paper
Part-I: Mathematics had

total 25 questions — Sec-I had
20 multiple choice questions
with Single correct answers &
Sec-II had 5 Numerical based
questions. Marking scheme for
multiple choice questions was
+4 for correct response, -1 for
incorrect response, 0 if not
attempted. Marking scheme
for numerical based questions
was +4 for correct response and
0 in all other cases. Total marks
of this section was 100.

Part-II: Aptitude Section
had total 50 questions — There
were 50 Multiple choice ques-
tions with Single correct
answers. Marking scheme for
multiple choice questions was
+4 for correct response, -1 for
incorrect response, 0 if not
attempted. Total marks of this
section was 200.

Part-III: Drawing Section
had 2 questions each of 50
marks. Total marks of this sec-
tion was 100.

�The level of difficultly
was easy as compared to Jan
session of JEE Main Paper-2 as
per feedback from students 

�Mathematics — Easy to
moderate level. Students
reported that Numerical based
question were lengthy com-
pared to Jan session of the same
paper as questions involved cal-
culations. All chapters covered
in calculus and coordinate
geometry. 

�Aptitude — Easy level. 
�Drawing — Easy level.

One question involved drawing
an aesthetic composition using
rectangles and the other was
any one of Highway scene or
Portrait of your favorite
Teacher.

Analysis of B Planning
Paper.

Part-I: Mathematics had
total 25 questions - Sec-I had
20 Multiple choice questions
with Single correct answers &
Sec-II had 5 Numerical based
questions. Marking scheme for
multiple choice questions was
+4 for correct response, -1 for
incorrect response, 0 if not
attempted. Marking scheme
for numerical based questions
was +4 for correct response and
0 in all other cases. Total marks
of this section was 100.

Part-II: Aptitude Section
had total 50 questions - There
were 50 Multiple choice ques-
tions with Single correct
answers. Marking scheme for
multiple choice questions was
+4 for correct response, -1 for
incorrect response, 0 if not
attempted. Total marks of this
section was 200.

Part-III: Planning Section
had total 25 questions. There
were 25 Multiple choice ques-
tions with Single correct
answers. Marking scheme for
multiple choice questions was
+4 for correct response, -1 for
incorrect response, 0 if not
attempted. Total marks of this
section was 100.

�The level of difficultly
was easy as compared to Jan
session as per feedback from
students. 
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Youth is a phase of pressure and
tempest. It is the period when the

society reveals its disappointment, sad-
ness and realities of life. Youngsters
need direction, however they don’t
know where to look for it. Today, they
have a large number of choices as com-
pared to their parents and grandpar-
ents.

Technology has made it possible
for them to analyse their choices and
arrive at a calculated decision.
However, the youth also faces certain
roadblocks when it comes to sex edu-
cation, since it is a taboo subject in our
society. This means that they are not
getting the right kind of education on
the subject. They are depending on
their friends, Internet and media for
information, which may not be nec-
essarily correct. 

The youth has never been under-
stood, neither they are able to com-
prehend why they are being judged.
The youth today needs guidance
which has to be in an appropriate

manner for proper development and
advancement. These include giving sex
education, which plays an important
role in a person’s life.

Our traditions make it difficult to
understand and acknowledge the
importance of proper sexual health
education. And unfortunately, a large
population of our youth is oblivious
towards sex education. Due to this,
juvenile crime is one the rise and has
become an issue that needs to be
addressed immediately. 

There is need to train the young-
sters through intrusive framework. A
case in point is the progress that has
been made in juvenile training that
cover areas like nutrition, health,
puberty and the changes it brings and
character improvement. This has
helped in overcoming many issues that
the young people face. 
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India is rapidly growing in
terms of its education. Now the
world has started recognising

India as a main hub of manage-
ment schools. Few years ago,
becoming a chef might have been
a pipe dream, but all this has been
slowly changing. A wave of trans-
formation has hit the world of culi-
nary arts. The best Indian culinary
and bakery courses are now in stiff
competition with foreigner coun-
tries like France and Italy that have
evolved in this market.

If you see yourself as a pas-
sionate chef and hoping to pursue
a career in bakery and culinary
arts, this article will take a look at
the best courses from institutes,
you will set apart from the rest and
gain experiences along the way.
Every single day, new recipes are
born, and new restaurants are
opening. While there are plenty of
chef jobs around the world, it is
important that you have good
knowledge as well as training
behind you.

The Academy of Pastry &
Culinary Arts has pastry diploma
programmes for bakers, providing
them the basic training for baking,
which can then be harnessed into
advanced techniques and cuisines.
This course begins from scratch
will take you to an advanced
level, giving you an exposure to all
the major international cuisines.

Also, it prepares its students to
face all the competitive aspects in
the culinary and bakery sector.
Here, students get the opportuni-
ty to practice hands-on training
with the best ingredients & equip-
ment in the world and most of
them end up opening their own
Bakery start-up or they are placed
in some good 5-7 star restaurants.

Pastry Diploma programme:
Six months

Pastry Advanced Diploma
programme: Nine months

Pastry part-time programme:
12 weeks

The International Institute of
Culinary & Arts (IICA) offers all

aspects of cooking— global and
Indian cuisine and bakery and
patisserie skills.  These courses are
carefully designed to find the
perfect mix of practical and the-
ory classes with a special focus on
exposure. These courses are split
into six months of classroom lec-
tures and four months of practi-
cal internships in reputed hotels
and restaurants.

The IICA boasts of an impec-
cable faculty and has some of the
most impressive facilities includ-
ing the main kitchen, Class rooms,
culinary theatre, bakery kitchens
that set the stage for students to
present and explain what's and
how’s of the cooking process.

Diploma in Bakery &
Patisserie Level II: 1 year

Diploma in Bakery &
Patisserie Level III: 1 year

The School of European
Pastry offers courses where stu-
dents have the opportunity to
discover the secrets of high-qual-
ity pastry and become complete
professionals.

The school sustains that being
a pastry chef is like creating a
beautiful painting or making
music. Therefore, one of its tasks
is to provide the necessary tools to
learn to combine ingredients, tex-
tures and flavors without losing
sight of the presentation.

Diploma in Baking & Pastry:
Six months

Certificate in Baking & Pastry:

Six weeks
The Lavonne Academy offers

a 960-hour course which is a
combination of practical and the-
oretical learning, tailor made to
equip students with the knowledge
and experience required in the
vast, competitive baking industry.

Students are equipped to take
roles in 5-star bakery kitchens to
set up their own proprietorships
in the industry.

Students are assisted in secur-
ing internships and placements on
completion of their diploma pro-
gram.

Diploma in Pastry: 960 hours
Bakery Certificate: Six weeks

course
The Palate academy offers a

programme in Baking & Patisserie
for culinary enthusiasts who want
to gain in depth knowledge and
understanding into the art of
making baking, confectionery and
pastry items.

The students predominantly
are trained to be proficient in mak-
ing everything from cookies to
desserts, celebration cakes, tarts
and decorative confectionary
based showpieces.

After spending 550 hours in
the kitchen & classrooms, the
students further master over 130
recipes and techniques.

Diploma in Baking &
Patisserie: Six months

Intensive eggless baking
course: Four weeks.
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It is no more a secret that COVID-
19 has stretched and pushed the
modern professionals into an

uncomfortable zone. With mental and
physical disruptions to the everyday life
and we have been propelled into a new
paradigm of work from which we
may never return. Ability to work from
any location, no more commuting,
abolishment of traditional 9-5 work
parametres which people initially start-
ed enjoying is becoming a challenge to
cope with. The top challenge faced by
remote workers is unplugging from
work. Without the clear-cut change of
location and defined office hours,
many are having a tough time bifur-
cating their personal and professional
space.

Another extremely challenging
aspect of work from home (WFH) for
parents with young children is man-
aging them; Along with the regular
office work managing the kids’ online
schools and the household chores
become an added stress for both part-
ners. Also, the lack of in-person com-
munication became a pain point for
many wherein the verbal and non-ver-
bal behaviours are vital to successful
understanding and collaboration
among team members. For many busi-
nesses, the very nature of work does not
allow for remote working; there are
many jobs, that cannot be adequately
completed in a domestic environment.
Also, WFH also leads to bandwidth,
network, and data security issues along
with inadequacy of space where there
are multiple people working together.

With all these disadvantages of
WFH, looks like a major section of the
workforce can’t wait to get back to work
but are sceptical about safety. They are
looking for workplaces which can pro-
vide them with the peace of mind about
their health and safety. Organisations
across sectors with active support of real
estate developers are learning and
implementing new technologies and
processes to make workplace safer. 

Maintaining highest level of
hygiene, modification in seating
arrangements to ensure adequate social
distance between employees, prompt
medical assistance for employees are

certain things organisations are mak-
ing adequate arrangements for.

For the real estate sector, observ-
ing and meeting a company’s own con-
cern for the highest standards of safe-
ty and design is a requisite to invite the
professional workforce back to com-
mercial workspaces. This will require
foresight on part of the sector to
always meet and often exceed on
demands like social distancing and
crowd management practices to pro-
vide a safe and comfortable working
environment to their tenants/cus-
tomers.

To adhere to social distancing
rules, office buildings should be
equipped to offer facilities for virtual
meetings, advanced touch free visitor
management systems, online checklists
and many more such innovations to
minimise touch. Also, equipping devel-
opments with HVAC systems with
advanced filtration process to remove
fine dust particles from the air to ensure
a dust and virus free environment at
workplaces is a must.

Safety being the top-most priority,
it is imperative for 21st Century devel-
opments to constantly innovate to
provide a pleasant experience to exist-
ing and prospective partners.
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The La Trobe University
is invites applications
for its Destination

Australia Scholarships. The
programme is open for the
academic year 2020-2021.

Eligibility: Be an interna-
tional student commencing
their first year of study in an
undergraduate or postgradu-
ate coursework course in the
semester of 2020 and 2021.

Be studying full-time at a
regional campus in a course
that is offered entirely at that
campus.

Be residing in any area
other than R1 classification, or
intending to move to an area
other than R1 classification.

Supporting documents:
Academic CV, transcripts, cer-
tificates, a copy of the passport,
and photographs with appli-
cation. Admission require-
ments: Applicants must have
a previous year’s degree with
excellent achievements.

Language requirement:
Applicants must have a mini-
mum IELTS (Academic) score
of 6.5 with no individual band
score less than 6.0.

How to apply: If you want
to apply for this award pro-
gram, you are recommended
to take admission in under-
graduate or postgraduate at La
Trobe University. No sepa-
rate application required.

Application deadline:

The last date to apply is
December 31, 2020.

Applications are invited
for tuition fee programme at
Federation University,
Australia. The programme is
designed to support ambi-
tious aspirants who are going
to pursue a bachelor or mas-
ters degree programme at the
university.

Eligibility: An interna-
tional student can apply for the
opportunity. Applicants must
be enrolled in semester 1,2 or
summer semester. Students
must be eligible to study in
Australia with a student visa.

Seekers must be enrolled
in an undergraduate or post-
graduate eligible programme.
Supporting documents: At
the time of admission the uni-
versity will ask you to submit
your academic transcripts,
language ability proof, and
copy of your passport with CV.

Admission requirements:
Aspirants must have to com-
plete the University’s academ-
ic admission requirements rel-
evant to the chosen program
of study. Language require-
ments: Applicants must meet
English language entry
requirements – Academic
IELTS overall 6.0, no band less
than 6.0, or equivalent.

How to apply: Candidates
must take admission to bach-
elors or masters degree.
Students will be automatical-
ly assessed for programmes.

Application deadline: It is
November 15, 2020.
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Fourth seed Naomi Osaka
advanced to the second
round of the US Open on

Monday but was made to work
hard during a 6-2, 5-7, 6-2 vic-
tory over Japanese compatriot
Misaki Doi at Arthur Ashe
Stadium. 

Also, top seed Karolina
Pliskova shrugged off the eerily
quiet atmosphere to reach the
second round as the women’s
draw followed the form book.

Osaka, who withdrew from
the Western & Southern Open
WTA final on Saturday due to a
hamstring injury, showed little
sign of a fitness problem after
wrapping up the first set in just
over half an hour.

But the 22-year-old 2018
Open champion’s composure
deserted her in the second set, as
a string of unforced errors crept
into her game and allowed Doi
to seize the initiative. Doi raced
into leads of 3-0 and 4-1 but
tightened when serving for the
set at 5-3 — allowing Osaka to
break back and get back on
serve.

However the 29-year-old
Doi regrouped to hold serve for
a 6-5 lead and then punished a
sloppy service game from Osaka
to break once again and square
the match.

Osaka raised her game
noticeably in the third set, cut-
ting down the errors and putting
Doi under pressure on her ser-
vice. Two breaks helped Osaka
into a 5-2 lead and she held serve
to close out the win

Coco Gauff ’s hopes of
launching another deep run at a
Grand Slam ended in the first
round with the US teenager suc-
cumbing in three sets to Latvia’s
Anastasija Sevastova.

Gauff, who created a sensa-
tion at Wimbledon last year
when she became the youngest
player in the tournament’s histo-
ry to qualify for the main draw
before reaching the fourth
round, was beaten 6-3, 5-7, 6-4.

The 16-year-old former
junior world number one from

Delray Beach had battled back to
level the match against the 31st-
seeded Sevastova after dropping
the first set.

But after squaring the
match by taking the final
three games of the second
set to win it 7-5, Gauff
was soon scrambling to
save the match in the
third set.

Although Gauff saved three
match points, Sevastova eventu-
ally closed out the win, convert-
ing her fourth match point.

World number three
Pliskova, elevated to top seed in
the absence of world number one

Ashleigh Barty and sec-
ond-ranked Simona
Halep, needed just over
an hour to dispose of
Ukraine’s Anghelina
Kalinina.

The Czech ace over-
came an early wobble, when
Kalinina fought back from 1-4
down to level at 4-4 in the first
set, to clinch a 6-4, 6-0 victory in
1hr 3min.

The 28-year-old, a finalist at
Flushing Meadows in 2016, will
now face France’s Caroline
Garcia in the second round.

Pliskova’s sixth-seeded com-
patriot Petra Kvitova also
advanced safely,  downing
Romania’s Irina-Camelia Begu 6-
3, 6-2.

Elsewhere on Monday,
Germany’s 17th seed Angelique
Kerber, the 2016 US Open cham-
pion, booked her second-round
berth with a 6-4, 6-4 defeat of
Australia’s Ajla Tomljanovic.
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Former Indian captain Anjum
Chopra lauds International

Cricket Council (ICC) decision to
postpone the 2021 edition of
Women’s World Cup by a year, say-
ing that the postponement of the
mega event will give time for teams
to prepare better for the tourna-
ment.

ICC last month decided to post-
pone the 50 over World Cup sched-
uled to take place in New Zealand
in February-March to 2022 because
of the delay caused by novel coron-
avirus pandemic.

Speaking to The Pioneer, the
former cricketer turned com-
mentator said, “I think some-
where it’s nice for players
because now they will get
some time to prepare better.
Since nobody was preparing
so much because everyone
was under lockdown. So
the preparation was very
limited.

“Except for doing some
physical fitness activities,
nobody was having access to
nets, bowling areas or batting
pitches. But now because the 50
over World Cup is postponed,

the training will be done accord-
ingly. And it’s good for players
to get some more preparation
time. Because until unless you
get back to playing, you don’t
know when you will hit form
as everyone can’t get that
straight away,” she said.

“Also the nice wave has
been created and the best
vibe is there within women’s

game over the last three years.
So the brand of play will be
keenly watched and it will be a

watchful tournament. So everyone
will get time to prepare better,” she
added.

Indian women’s team last played
in the final of T20 World Cup on
March 8 against Australia. But since
then because of the pandemic, no
player was able to participate in any
competitive game.

Speaking about the impact of
the enforced break on players, the
former great said, “It’s tough for the
players not to play since March. It’s
not ideal because you tend to lose
touch, irrespective of your training
in the absence of competitive crick-
et. And since some of the players
were on top of their game, so it’s not
ideal for them to stay away for such
a long period,” she opined.
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Star all-rounder Roston Chase feels Windies
batsman ability to clear the ropes with ease

is one of the main reason why the defending
World T20 champions are so strong in the
shortest format of the game.

Speaking to The Pioneer, the 28-year old
who is currently representing St Lucia Zouks
in the 2020 edition of  Caribbean Premier
League said, “I think that our (Windies) bat-
ting is the main reason why we are so strong
in the T20 format because we are natural-born
hitters and our guys find it so much easier than
most of the other countries to just clear those
ropes and go for the maximum. We guys are
big, strong and powerful. So I guess that’s the
main reason why we are so strong in T20s,” he
said.

“Also another one of my
observation is that T20 is short,
so there is not much time for
you to get back in the game.
And I guess that is one of our
downfalls over the years in the
longer format. I think
that we struggle to do
the small things and
right things consis-
tently over a period
of time. But as I
said, T20 is short; you
don’t have to concen-
trate for an extended
period. So yeah, it is
not a big task for other
teams to get back with
the game, once we get
the upper hand. So
that’s one more reason
why we are so strong,”
he added.
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All members of the Chennai
Super Kings contingent,

except for the 13 who tested pos-
itive for Covid-19 early last
week, have come out negative in
the latest tests, the IPL team’s
CEO K S Viswanathan said on
Tuesday.

Viswanathan had earlier
stated that even the 13, includ-
ing India seamer Deepak
Chahar and India A batsman
Ruturaj Gaikwad, were among
those who returned negative in
tests conducted on Monday. He
later revised his statement.

“All others, apart from the
13, have tested negative for
Covid-19. They will have to
undergo another test on

Thursday, September 3. We are
likely to start training on Friday,
September 4,” Viswanathan said
from Dubai where the team is
based right now.

“Deepak and Ruturaj will
complete their 14-day quaran-
tine and then join training after
two negative tests as per proto-
col,” he added.

The 13 infected contingent
members will be tested at the
end of their quarantine period.

The development is a wel-
come relief for one of the most
popular IPL teams.

Save for Chahar and
Ruturaj, most of the members
who tested positive are from the
social media team of the fran-
chise and other staff who are not
related to coaching duties.

� 8�( .
�!Cricketers like Virat
Kohli who depend on external
stimulation and are used to
‘pressure’ are “really going to
struggle” in front of empty sta-
dium but self-motivated players
will “do a hell lot better” in this
year’s IPL, said experienced
mental conditioning coach
Paddy Upton.

The 13th IPL will be held in
a bio-secure environment
behind closed doors and Upton
feels many players might strug-
gle. “The big-match tempera-
ment players do well when the
pressure is on, when there are a
lot of people around. The fact
that you are gonna have games
in front of empty stadiums
now, you are just not going to
have that level of pres-
sure,” Upton told
ESPNcricinfo.

“So the players
who rely on big-match
temperament to
deliver results ...
Someone like
Virat Kohli,
will he still be
as good when
you take
away that
external stim-
ulation and
noise and pres-

sure? “You are gonna find play-
ers who normally fall over when
the pressure gets high. They will
be able to just carry on batting
because there is not going to be
the physical presence of specta-
tors.”

The 51-year-old from South
Africa, who was the mental
conditioning coach of the Indian
team which went on to win the
2011 World Cup, said internal-
ly driven players will outperform
cricketers who look for external
validation.

“Athletes who are internal-
ly driven, who find the motiva-
tion from within themselves,
they are going to be fine, they are
going to do well. Your typical
confidence players, who look for
motivation, inspiration or vali-

dation from outside, they are
really going to struggle,” he
said.

“Your (a team’s) optimists
are going to do a hell lot bet-

ter. Your pessimists are
gonna struggle. So it

depends how many
introverts, internally
driven, optimists
you have got in
your team. The
more you have got,
the luckier you
actually are.” PTI
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Seasoned India pacer
Bhuvneshwar Kumar

says a bowler’s capabil-
ity to deliver what he is
good at  is  equal ly
important as introduc-
ing new variations to
his game.

Bhuvneshwar, who
will be seen in the the
orange Sunrisers
Hyderabad jersey in the
IPL, said the years of
experience in the Indian

team has changed him
as a bowler.

“I have definitely
changed as a bowler in
the last few years. Most
important ly I  have
gained experience from
playing, have learnt vari-
ations,” Bhubaneswar
told the IPL website.

“I don’t think it is
always about keep
adding to your arsenal,
it is also about being
good at what you do,” he
added.
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India and Royal Challengers
Bangalore captain Virat Kohli

understands “the privilege” of being
able to play cricket in the middle of
a raging pandemic and he wants all
IPL participants to respect the tour-
nament’s bio-secure bubble. 

Speaking on RCB’s Youtube
show Bold Diaries, the 31-year-old
swashbuckler said he didn’t exactly
miss the game during the Covid-
forced lockdown, which brought
sporting action to a halt.

“Maybe because I was going on
day and night for the last 10 years...It
was a revelation for me in the sense
that my focus was not solely on miss-
ing the game all the time,” Kohli said.

Now that he is gearing up to be
back in action with the IPL, Kohli
said the BCCI’s Standard Operating
Procedure and the bio-bubble
restrictions should be non-nego-
tiable for all participants.

“We are all here to play crick-

et...The bio-bubble needs to be
respected at all times for the tour-
nament to happen eventually. We are
not here to have fun and roam

around and you know say that ‘I
want to hang out in Dubai’,” Kohli
asserted.

“That is not the time we are liv-
ing in. Accept the phase that we are
going through and understand the
privilege that we have, just to be a
part of the IPL. Everyone should
accept that and not behave in a man-
ner which situation doesn’t require
them to,” he said.

Speaking about coming back to
the game after five months, Kohli
said it didn’t take much time for him
to find his groove.

“A couple of months back you
couldn’t imagine that you will have
IPL firstly... When we had our
practice session yesterday, I realised
how long it has been. When I was
heading to the practice session, I felt
nervous,” he conceded.

“I felt a bit jittery but things were
okay. I didn’t miss the game as much
as I thought I might...Just carrying
on with life was also important,” he
said.

Kohli credited the side’s support
staff, led by Team Director Mike
Hesson, for making everyone
understand what’s at stake and at the
same time, not put them under pres-
sure.

“Culture will not change for any
individual preferences,” he said.

On the the tournament being
played without in-stadia fans
because of the bio-bubble restric-
tions, Kohli said it would be strange
at first but eventually players will
adapt to the feeling.

“I would not say it won’t be dif-
ficult, strange. The echo of bat hit-
ting the ball, I haven’t experienced
it for the last 10 years. The Ranji
Trophy was the last time. But we
have done this at some stage of our
lives,” he said referring to the
domestic games which are played in
near-empty venues.

“The crowd factor will definite-
ly play a part but the instincts will
kick in and it will diminish quite
quickly.”

Dubai: The South
African trio of Faf du
Plessis, Lungi Ngidi and
Kagiso Rabada arrived
here in the wee hours of
Tuesday to join their
teammates for the
upcoming Indian
Premier League, start-
ing September 19.

While former
South Africa skipper
du Plessis and speedster
Ngidi joined the Chennai Super Kings’ camp,
pacer Rabada headed to the Delhi Capitals’ team
hotel.

Both franchises shared pictures of the
Proteas players on their respective official
Twitter handles.

All three players will undergo a six-day iso-
lation period with testing on days 1, 3 and 6. If
they clear all the tests, they will be eligible to enter
the tournament’s bio-bubble and start training.
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Pre-tournament favorite
Novak Djokovic marched

into round two of the US Open
on Monday as he launched his
bid for a 18th Grand Slam with
a straight-sets win.

The world number one dis-
patched unheralded Damir
Dzumhur of Bosnia-
Herzegovina 6-1, 6-4, 6-1 under
floodlights at an empty Arthur
Ashe Stadium. The Serbian
superstar took just 23 minutes to
win the first set before laboring
to a narrow victory in an hour-
long second set.

Earlier, fifth seed Alexander
Zverev was made to work hard
as he progressed into round two
following a three-hour-long tus-
sle with 2017 finalist Kevan
Anderson.

The German, seek-
ing his first Grand
Slam title, took the
first set on a tie-
break 7-6 (7/2)
before losing the
second 7-5 in an
eerily empty
Arthur Ashe
S t a d i u m .
Ult imately,
the 23-year-
old proved too
much for the South
African veteran, win-
ning the third set 6-3
and the fourth 7-5.

“I am actually
quite happy with a first
round like that,” said
Zverev, who reached
his first Grand Slam

semi-final at the Australian Open
earlier this year.

“Kevin is not someone you
usually play in a first round. This
is a fourth round, quarter-final,
semi-final match normally
against him. I am extremely
happy to be through,” he added.

Fourth seed Stefanos
Tsitsipas eased into the second
round of the Flushing Meadows
tournament, which is being
played without fans due to coro-
navirus, with a straight-sets win
over Spain’s Albert Ramos-
Vinolas.

The Greek player needed
just one hour and 38 minutes to
dispose of the world number 41,
6-2, 6-1, 6-1.

Britain’s Cameron Norrie
enjoyed one of the day’s most
impressive wins, charging back
from two sets down to sink
Argentine ninth seen Diego
Schwartzman 3-6, 4-6, 6-2, 6-1,
7-5.

The 25-year-
old looked dead
and buried after
dropping serve
five times in the
opening two sets
but recovered to
claim a memorable

win. The four-hour-
long slugfest saw Norrie

save two match points in
a contest that set a US
Open record of 58 break
points.

In an all-American
clash on Armstrong, Steve
Johnson beat 16th-seeded
John Isner 6-7, 6-3, 6-7, 6-
3, 7-6 in another five-setter.
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arrived on court for her open-
ing US Open game on
Monday wearing a face mask
bearing the name of Breonna
Taylor, the African-American
nurse shot dead by police
who raided her apartment in
Kentucky in March.

By the time the US Open
fortnight is over, Osaka says
she hopes to have honored the

memory of six other victims
of racial injustice.

“For me, I just want to
spread awareness,” Osaka said
after her 6-2, 5-7, 6-2 win in
first round.

“I’m aware that tennis is
watched all over the world,
and maybe there is someone
that doesn’t know Breonna
Taylor’s story. Maybe they’ll
Google it or something. For

me, just spreading awareness.
I feel like the more people
know the story, then the more
interesting or interested they’ll
become in it.”

Osaka, of Haitian and
Japanese heritage, said she
has six other masks bearing
the names of black people
killed by police that she hoped
to wear throughout the Grand
Slam.

“I have seven and it’s quite
sad that seven is not enough
for the amount of names,”
Osaka said. “Hopefully I’ll
get to the finals and you’ll see
all of them.” 

The 22-year-old has spo-
ken out repeatedly in the
wake of the protests that swept
the US following the death of
George Floyd during a con-
frontation with police in May.
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